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disclaimer > 
Trail running and other activities described in this magazine can carry significant  

risk of injury or death. Especially if you are unfit. Undertake any trail running or  

other outdoors activity only with proper instruction, supervision, equipment and  

training. The publisher and its servants and agents have taken all reasonable care  

to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication and the  

expertise of its writers. Any reader attempting any of the activities described in  

this publication does so at their own risk. Neither the publisher nor any of its 

servants or agents will be held liable for any loss or injury or damage resulting from 

any attempt to perform any of the activities described in this publication, nor be 

responsible for any person/s becoming lost when following any of the guides or  

maps contained herewith. All descriptive and visual directions are a general guide  

only and not to be used as a sole source of information for navigation. Happy trails. 
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I know what it feels like to be an abused partner.

I have been beaten up, physically, mentally and emotionally. Bruised  
and broken to an inch of my life. My being was stripped back to an  
empty shell. I have been brutalised by that which I cannot help but devote  
myself to, despite knowing that binds me to a beating every so often. 

It’s a blind love, I know. Or is it? 

Or are my eyes wide open to the pit of despair I willingly throw  
myself into? 

The muse I speak of is the mountain trail, one that gets a kick from 
doling out day upon day upon day of punishment. 

The Himalayan mountains have become, in particular, my latest affair, 
one that lured me in with promises of a dirty caressing, but then 
smacked me around to the point of smashing my spirit to oblivion, 
to a point where a simple forward step of a foot or two seemed an 
almighty impossibility in itself.

To me, hurting yourself in the bosom of the wildest nature you  
can find on the planet represents some kind of cathartic process.  
That and it makes me laugh at inappropriate moments. 

There you are on a trail, in air that is less than half of what your lungs 
usually greedily suck up under burden. Your reserves that usually power 
legs forward are beyond empty, drained by the ten minute vomiting 
session at five AM in the morning; drained by days of diarrhoea;  
belittled by a caloric intake barely two thirds of what any nutritionist 
would advise when running for seven days straight at altitude. 

But in that moment, when you’re staring at spew-splattered rock  
an inch from your face, crumpled on the earth, the strangest  
thing happens: you smile. You laugh at the ridiculousness of it all.  
At your helplessness, your weakness, and even revel in the fact that  

you’re sitting in your own vomit. Because you know it doesn’t matter. 
All you can see in the dark morning is a massive mountain range 
sharply silhouetted by a starry sky. Someone stops – a runner who 
happens to be a doctor – and hands you some anti-nausea pills. 
You smell something other than the caustic waft of last night’s partly 
digested garlic soup – it’s a donkey passing wind. The moment gets 
more ridiculous. 

You get up. You run. 

Okay, that’s a lie. You walk. Or trudge. 

You stop a lot. 

But you keep going. 

Hours later, at the ice-bathed 5100m high pass, you break out a small 
bottle of Scotch handed to you by a fellow competitor who was being 
flown out on a chopper from the last overnight camp, exhausted.  
In a solemn moment, he requested that you raise his Scottish flag  
and have a nip of Isle of Mull whisky on his behalf. You do (legitimate 
as your grandfather was Scottish) and figure the alcohol may kill 
whatever is ravaging your stomach and bowels. Nip. Arrrgggggggh. 
This one’s for you Mikey. Sorry you couldn’t be here, but I honoured 
the promise, mate. You would have liked it up here. 

What? He’s an hour behind, but he’ll make the pass? Didn’t take the 
evac chopper? Oh. Right. Give him this then…and you pass the flag 
and (reluctantly) the scotch so he can fulfill his own celebratory plans. 

And you trudge on down the flip side. 

Halfway down the pass you figure out that the scotch didn’t kill 
whatever alien is gestating inside you, so you find a rock and squirt 
like a rabid fire hose. 

Funny thing is, the day’s running hasn’t even begun.  

8 aUSTRalIan Ed’S lETTER > chris ord

The slightly enlightened  
(physically as well as mentally) trail runner,

ChRIS oRd, aU EdIToR

chris@trailrunmag.com 

This is a non-competitive 16km trek, the Race Director 
of the inaugural Manaslu Trail Race deeming the pass too 
dangerous to run (altitude issues) “and besides, I want 
everyone to stop and admire the view – if they were running, 
they wouldn’t do that.” 

So, nine hours of trudging later (yes, my average pace was 
1.8km/h – Kilian, I’m on your heels buddy) and you reach the 
‘start’ line for the stage’s 20km final dash. 

Thing is, once you start running down the valley, some of 
the world’s highest mountains flashing at you through stands 
of forest giants, you start to feel good. You zone in on the 
technical terrain. You land feet precisely. You’re having fun. 
It’s as though with all that vomit and liquid lunch expelled, 
you also expunged a dead man walking and regenerated into  
a revived man running. 

This is the miracle of the trail. 

You’ve gone through hell. There is scientifically zero energy  
in your cells. Barely hours ago your mind was a babbling mess.

Yet here you are burning that trail up. 

Why? How? 

Ah, the Ying and Yang that is the magic of multi day  
trail running...

tough Love

mailto:chris@trailrunmag.com


It’s early morning and the dawn is yet to fully shatter the darkness 
of the night. The air is crisp and still; the only sound is the 
distant crashing of waves on the beach.  We are just an hour from 
the biggest city in the land but it feels like a million miles away. 

Sitting in a loose circle on the grass are a couple of dozen people. 
They are all shapes and sizes; young and old; mums, dads and 
free-spirited singles. The hardy wear just a singlet and shorts 
while others are huddled into their puffer jackets.

On an instruction from one of their number (their spiritual 
leader perhaps?) the assembled bodies are rearranged into 
curious shapes as limbs are bent into contorted positions and 
stifled groans escape from many.

Is this some sort of pagan ritual being performed by one of those 
weird cults? Or a latter day hippy retreat? If so, what is that pile 
of muddy running shoes and hydration packs doing stacked off to 
one side? No, it’s a meeting of a different kind of people. It’s a 
trail running training camp and this is the core strength session 
that kicks off two days of full on fun.

This scene is loosely adapted from a recent experience I had 
in the Waitakere Ranges just out of Auckland. Events company 
Total Sport invited international adventure racing superstars 
Richard and Elina Ussher to add some hefty credentials to the 
already spectacular venue and the awesome trails that the southern 
Waitakeres offer to runners. The result was an unbelievable 
weekend. On the Friday evening twenty strangers arrived, quiet 
and a little sheepish; by Saturday night we were a tight knit group 
sharing raucous laughs over a few beers; on Sunday afternoon, 
after another great long run, we all left feeling like old friends. 

Such is the magic of the people and the sport that make trail 
running what it is. We’re a pretty humble, unassuming bunch 
and big egos are rare. All that is good about this community, this 
tribe if you will, seems to be brought out when the opportunity 
to spend a weekend together, without the stress and nerves of a 
race, presents itself. We learn from the experts but we also learn 
from one another through all manner of shared experiences, 
swapped either on the trail or over a cold beer and dinner. 

I’ve been part of several such camps now, all of them uplifting 
experiences. They are egalitarian gatherings where nothing 
matters but our shared love of the trail. World-beating athletes 
get to rub shoulders and trade stories with the newbies and 
weekend warriors. We all leave so much richer for the time 
together. You get this at good events too, but on camp this 
camaraderie seems to be taken to a new level. It’s special.

For all these reasons it comes as no surprise to me that we are 
seeing more and more camps springing up. The focus at the 
moment seems to be more on the hard core/ultra runners  
(e.g. Hanny Allston’s and Matt Cooper’s camps in Australia)  
but more and more I’d expect to see camps that cater for all 
levels, built specifically around training for a particular event 
(e.g. The Goat and Tarawera Ultra in New Zealand).

Whatever shape or form they take, these camps are a great way to 
celebrate the sport we love, make new friends and revel in being 
part of the trail running tribe. Long live the training camp!

Mal laW, nz EdIToR 
www.runningwildnz.com 

1 11 0 nz Ed’S lETTER > mal law

Base camps

www.runningwildnz.com
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UlTRaSPIRE  
FaSTPaCk

In an (ultra) world full of Salomon S-Lab running packs, 
it’s refreshing to see a few other brands spark eyebrows up. 
UltrAspire has quickly captured the attention of trailites with  
a clear focus on ultra and trail, its products designed by runners, 
for runners and specifically to suit purpose across its range. 

Now, no one wants to lug a pack when running. And while 
we’ve all become accustomed to smaller vessels for water and 
mandatory essentials for the longer marathon to ultra distance 
events, do we really need a 16-litre volume capacity offering? 
Well, yes, when you’re talking the big multidays. Bags like this 
- where you need to lug not just hydro, but lunch, sometimes 
dinner, and gear for sub zero - are key. As is comfort. 

This bag has room for everything from a lightweight sleeping 
bag and mat for the Sahara or, in my case, five layers of 
clothing including a down jacket (it’s cold up there in the 
Himalayas); plus space for first aid kit, food for the day, poles, 
and all manner of bits and bobs deemed required haulage. 

Plenty of training runs and nine days being belted around  
in the mountains confirms the Fastpack is a robust  
(yet featherlight) – nary a stitch out of place after plenty  
of rock scrapings. 

Comfy? Like an old leather lounge molded to your body.  
Yes, that comfy, with plenty of intelligently designed fastening 
points and straps that are all easy to adjust on the move. 

I mentioned intelligent – the design of the Fastpack is so smart  
it should be admitted to MENSA. Every pocket has function  
and is logically located – the waterproof, magnetically-fastened 
pill pocket on the right shoulder strap (Endurolytes safely  
stowed and close to hand); the two-up pocket on the left, one 
stretch mesh the other zipped, perfectly sized for mobile phone, 
Spot tracker or the like; drawstring pocket on right great for 
nutrition or even a third bottle; belt pockets for munchies  

(low profile so as not to annoy arm movement)…the list goes on. 
On the back there’s a quick stash that is still securely covered by the lid  
(which has its own zippered pocket). The main cubicle is zippered and 
shaped to offer plenty of room but still compact and secures your load well.

The Speedhook belt attachments are sturdy and for the most part easy and 
quick to use and adjust – only downside here was the inner loop that the 
hook inserts into got a little bent over and so fiddly to engage. Any pocket 
zips feature easy to grab pulls, meaning cold hands or gloves are not a worry. 

And for gas guzzlers like me, there’s plenty of hydro action: the internal 
pocket for the 1.5L bladder plus two holstered 750ml InSpirAtion 
Human finger loop bottles, ergonomically designed and placed for  
easy reach (no dislocated shoulders) and intuitive to replace, a small  
lip guiding the bottle back in. Only small niggle was the twist valves  
on the bottle became fiddly and deteriorated over (too short a) time. 

Even so, after a brutal time of it over nine days on a Himlayan trail 
lugging this puppy every step of the way, I came to one conclusion:   
this is the best big run bag I’ve ever used.

www.barefootinc.com.au 

RRP $219.95 AU / $269.95 NZ

gear > a good time to buy… gear > a good time to buy…

Sea to Summit  
SpecialiSt ShelterS
Sometimes a piece of kit is so well conceived, so well thought 
out and executed that its design, function and practice all meld 
together perfectly.  The Sea to Summit Specialist Solo and Duo  
do just that. These shelters have broken serious new ground in  
the market to create a lightweight and durable home for  
multi-night adventures.

As the name and price tag suggests, the Specialist is a product  
for people looking for something specific.  It is given the title  
as a shelter as it is midway between a bivvy sack and a tent;  
providing enough shelter and space to keep out basic moisture  
and to spread out slightly but not as weighty or bulky as a tent.  
The solo weighs in at 625 grams and packs down to slightly larger 
than a one litre Nalgene bottle which makes it an incredibly easy 
item to stuff into a day pack or hide in a bigger one while the  
duo hardly adds much more material or weight for the extra room. 
That’s right, a robust, fully sealed two-man shelter for under  
850 grams. This weight is a major breakthrough on the market  
as it is down to half of what a comparable tent would weigh, and  
if I’m carrying it on my back I want those grams to be as close to 
zero as the engineers can get.

My two comrades on the Cape to Cape run (see feature page 38)  
got to know each other inside the duo while I assured them I 
needed to product test the solo, well, solo.  The design is simple: 

two lightweight folding poles insert at the midpoint and six pegs 
bolster down the corners and the ample vestibule. The duo has  
the necessary bonus of separate vestibules that give extra room  
and movement to the partners inside. The solo’s total floor  
space of 1.7m2 leaves room to manoeveur making it an ideal 
accompaniment to a multi-night voyage as I could spread a few 
goodies on either side of me and comfortably roll onto either  
flank without touching the sides. The feature that made the shelter  
for me however was the additional groundsheet, a tough piece  
of industrial grade material, which blocked out the cold from  
below and added a very sturdy layer of protection for just  
94 grams.  The shelter’s lightweight Pertek material may not be  
built for repeated weekly use as its breathable fabric is focused  
on minimising weight, however, numerous overnight trips and  
repeated entrances in and out of bags have failed to damage  
either of the Specialists.

The product weight is itemised on the side of the Solo and Duo  
for there are ways of reducing it further – hiking poles could  
easily replace the internal poles, while the pegs could be easily 
discarded for some well found branches and twigs in the right  
soil. If you’re a lightweight nut, look no further than the Sea  
to Summit Specialist.

www.seatosummit.com.au

SpecialiSt Solo > $429 

SpecialiSt Duo > $499 

GrounD SheetS > $49/$59

1 3
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www.barefootinc.com.au
www.seatosummit.com.au
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Camelbak OCtane  
lR hydROpaCk

Hoover, Kleenex, Rollerblade, Band-Aid and Aspirin;  
all products whose brand names have become generic with  
their goods. It’s marketing paradise, something no skinny- 
jean wearing hipster can create for you, no matter how fat  
your cheque. But it is something that, once created, can be lost.  
Ask Sony and their eponymous Walkman. Actually, ask  
any teenager what a Walkman is and their blank stare will  
tell you they know only i-this and i-that.

CamelBak has no such problem. The original creator of the 
hydration pack, CamelBak has remained at the forefront of 
developments since the company’s founder stuffed an IV drink  
full of water into a sock during a race in 1988. Other packs  
compare, of course, but CamelBak has consistently been  
amongst the most innovative and competitive. Its original  
invention changed the way and the amount people hydrated 
outdoors and it has kept pace with booming demand.

CamelBak’s most recent innovation, the Lumbar Reservoir  
(LR) hydration system, discards with carrying water vertically, 
rather it is distributed horizontally across the hip and  
lower back. And it works. A series of straps run around  
the Octane LR system to keep it tightly compacted against  
your body even as the bladder’s contents start to run low.   
A strap on either side of the belt pulls tight meaning there  
is no sloshing of dwindling water supply and the pack  
remains stable no matter what weight it is holding.

I’ve run with the Octane LR filled to its 5.5-litre (storage)  
capacity and more.  It has an array of stuff pockets, which  
on my runs fit a change of clothes, a tent shelter, snacks  
and other essentials and still sat snug against my back with  
only the gentlest of movement. The mesh back is absorbing  
and wicks sweat to minimise the unavoidable heat increase  
of running with your most effective area of sweat loss –  
your back – covered. The added benefit of the Lumbar  
Reservoir system is extra padding on the hips.

I have always found CamelBaks hard to refill as their fill-port locks  
so well that they can be fiddly to remove. If you’re planning on using it 
in a race and hoping to blitz each aid station it would pay to familiarise 
yourself with this system. But CamelBak has bomber-tight seals and it 
is rare to ever get a leak from mouthpiece or fillport so the sometimes 
awkward opening is the price paid for having all 2-litres stay on  
board.  And while the Octane LR is ideal for an epic day run where you 
might need to carry a few different layers and plenty of food it is pushing  
it to take it on anything longer.  If you’re looking for an ultralight,  
tough pack that can hold a tad more gear, the Charge LR is a bigger  
pack that retains the LR system. Hopefully the LR system continues  
to evolve and make its way into larger multi-day packs. For now the 
Octane LR is an ideal day or two-day pack that comes with the reliability  
of CamelBak products and added stability of the lumbar design.

camelbak.com 

RRP $119.95

gear > a good time to buy…

Guest reviewed by ultra adventure runner > Lisa Tamati

Take on a 212km running jaunt through the Himalayas and you 
know your body is going to get belted, especially when it’s already 
been pre-tenderised by fifteen years of ultras. It doesn’t help that 
I’ve broken two vertebrae in my back (many years ago) and have 
four compressed discs. Yeah, ‘they’ reckon I shouldn’t run, but I’m  
not giving up (can you be a quitter if you take on ultras?). So come  
the 212km Manaslu Trail Race in Nepal the first thing I reached  
for was trek poles –used them sparingly on past adventures,  
but knowing the terrain was going to be super steep, rough and 
technical, I regarded them as essential kit. I needed a set as strong, 
compact and as light as I could find, given I’d be lugging them  
for nine days. Leki’s Carbon 4 fit the bill and literally saved me 
from a dreaded DNF.

From the outset the trails were rougher than expected and the  
daily ascent and descent profiles astonishing.  I have trouble with 
severe crippling back spasms and on day one that’s exactly what 
happened. So out came the Lekis on day two and the difference  
was immediate and huge.  On particularly technical terrain  
they enabled me to protect my back from sudden movements and  
to better balance navigating on rock-strewn trails. On ascents,  
the amount of power I gained using my upper body saved leg 
strength for the long, long days ahead.  As we got higher and 

Review > Garry Dagg, Minimalist Editor

altitude became an issue, coordination went and dizziness set in,  
and the poles again steadied and saved me from crashing to earth.

The ease of adjustment – twist, pull and tighten – and the super 
light but incredibly strong carbon material (100% carbon-fiber 
shafts, matched to carbide tips) was impressive.  I gave them a 
hammering and they held up without fault or fracture. The locking 
system claims a max force of 140kg – the only note to make sure you 
tighten fully: it’s easy to have them underdone only to find your 
pole suddenly shrink under a particularly forceful pole pull or lean. 
The poles also feature and super comfortable Aergon handle grip 
with adjustable and equally comfortable wrist loop – many poles  
give you blisters under constant sweat, but not so the Carbon 4s. 

On the rare trail sections that eased to an undulation, I was able  
to compact the telescopic poles to an impressive 55cm (from  
a max of 130cm), and stash in my running pack, although the 
dismantle was not overly quick given the three adjustments needed.  
The featherweight nature (436g) is also a strong selling point  
for long distance forays. I won’t ever go near a long, technical  
or steep multiday without these. 

www.leki.com       www.velovita.com.au 

gear > a good time to buy…

RRP $289.95

Leki Carbon 4  
trek poLes
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http://shop.camelbak.com/2012-ultra-lr-vest/d/50039_c_1310_cl_2238
www.leki.com
http://www.velovita.net.au/products-webapps/carbon-4
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Yep, we’re all Robin Hood men in tights these days, which, 
perceptions of manliness aside (sorry but you women have  
long had the green light to wear tights in public, whereas us 
blokes...), supposedly helps recovery. Some argue they even 
result in on trail performance gains.

The science if not totally statistical (it’s a hard thing to measure,  
realistically given contextual factors such as nutrition, rest,  
did you make love or drink beer the night prior… and many 
other factors dear to a trail runner’s lifestyle). Unless you believe  
the writings found in such titles as the Journal of Strength 
and Conditioning Research (yes, it exists).  The runners in 
the study were able to run longer, farther, and faster when 
wearing calf compression sleeves.  Of course a smoker’s lobbyist 
will argue seemingly reasonably that tobacco is good for you, 
but here the difference is that magic or mirage, the worst you 
cop when getting into a pair of tights is the odd disgusted look 
from the footy crowd (although their heroes wear them, too, 
these days). Not such a downside when the upside could be the 
ability to back up your training runs day after day, less muscle 
soreness and an instant ability to run the entire hill sprint  
on which you used to only knock over two thirds before retiring  
to a stroll. Pass the slinky silks, please…

1 71 6

They pipe up on marketing collateral that the Zensah 
Compression calf sleeves are one of the most advanced sleeves 
ever developed. Well, it’s a crowded market these days and I’m 
not sure that even a different weave or compression delivery 
spread will put one compression garment head and shoulders 
above most others. Zensah compression products blend 
Graduated and Pin Point Compression. The idea is that the 
sleeves provide dual action support to both calf and shin, the 
two hotspots for pain in the lower leg. Strapper buffs will note 
that the Chevron Ribbing on the sleeve is the exact same taping 
approach that some trainers use to help prevent shin splints.  
I didn’t get shin splints while using these – so did they work?  
I’m unsure, however I did like the Zensahs for the extra 
protection they gave from external threats i.e. low hung scratchy 
foliage. I also used these as a recovery tool following calf injury  
(a strain, unrelated to whether I was wearing compression or not), 
and I do believe they sped up that recovery. Wearing just the calf 
compression begs the question – what about the big ‘ole thighs 
up above…and why not wear full tights? Perhaps if tights make 
you feel uncomfortable, too claustrophobic as it were, these are 
a perfect alternative for at least one body part, or they are good 
for when it’s hotter and full tights just aren’t an option. As with 
other tights tested, I felt they had some effect, measurable or 
otherwise. The only downside to the Zensahs were of the three 
compressions on test, they seemed to lose elasticity the quickest. 

RRP $50

www.zensah.com.au 

ZENSAH CALF  
SLEEVES

gear > a good time to buy…

SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN OR  
PLACEBO PACIFIER? EITHER WAY,  

COMPRESSION GEAR IS  
ALMOST REQUIRED KIT THESE  

DAYS WHEN OUT ON TRAIL.

http://injinjiper.cart.net.au/store/zensah-compression-apparel/compression-calf-sleeves/
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gear > a good time to buy…

www.barefootinc.com.au

TRAILROC 245
The Trailroc range
designed to handle
whatever the trail
throws up

READY
FOR 
WHATEVER
YOU 
LAND
ON

LINEBREAK 3/4 
COMPRESSION 
TIGHTS 
The Linebreak compression tights were pulled out of the kit bag 
earlier rather than later up on the flanks of our Manaslu mountain 
testing ground, down lower being more temperate and suited to 
a shorter model of compression tight. The ¾ length still delivers 
compression benefits to the calf but there’s something soothing  
about having some skin exposed when you’re sweating it out. Ergo,  
better for more mild temperatures. The fit is snug – tighter than the  
Skins A400, but it doesn’t take long until your legs get used to the  
pressure. The more confident fit and what I suspect is a lesser tendency  
to lose elasticity and thus compression factor, would be down  
to the garment’s unique Warp Knit. I found these slightly more 
‘structured’ yet comfortable if only because I had absolutely no chafe  
(as opposed to slight, early rub zone in the crotch on the Skins longs). 

Where the Linebreak didn’t match the Skins tested was in wicking  
away moisture. Don’t get me wrong – both dried fairly quickly, but  
the Skins won the race by a stitch. As with the Skins, the Linebreak 
seemed to withstand repeated wearing without washing without 
developing a stench or becoming too ‘oiled’ (important on multidays 
or when the washing machine is bung). I suspect the Linebreaks  
will be longer wearing too, given their slightly sturdier material feel.

RRP $110

www.linebreak.com.au

SKINS A400 +  
RY400 LONGS
The A400s, a blokey footballer told me, were the best thing  
since a 100 goal mauling of Collingwood (Kiwi translation:  
a sixty point drubbing of the Aussie rugby union team).

The proving ground wasn’t oval or rectangle in this case,  
rather a multiday mutilation of the legs on a Nepali trail run.  
Day in day out (sharing duties with Linebreak brand),  
I whacked these on, both the shorts and longs for runs of  
up to a marathon, and the RY400s for recovery at night. 

Comfort was super slick and for me the compression was tight 
enough but not to the point of raising my vocal notes an octave. 
There were no rub zones for the most, although the longs  
seemed to be a little niggly in the crotch, whereas the short  
version didn’t. Off kilter stitch perhaps? 

The A400s feature “bio-mechanically placed Memory MX 
fabric around the knee, the ITB band and TFL muscle group 
(to) provide constant, controlled compression and unrestricted 
movement…” I can’t scientifically answer the question of if those 
exact features ‘worked’, but anecdotally I can say that I feel like  
they had at least some positive effect on my weary legs. Overnight  
muscle rebound was undoubtedly much better than usual  
(using RY400 while sleeping), and that was over nine nights. 

Then, on the trail, day in and out, the A400s did in my mind deliver 
me a little more spring and longevity in the legs while running  
up to 9 hour days on the dirt. Only downside – they aren’t cheap.

www.skins.net 

A400 long tights > RRP $179.99 
A400 hAlf tights > RRP $99.99 
RY400 long tights > RRP $179.99 

www.linebreak.com.au
www.skins.net
http://barefootinc.com.au
http://barefootinc.com.au
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You may not like it, but it’s fact: mountain bike trails often make 
for superb trail running. So here’s an idea: head to a Mecca of 
mountain biking, politely ask the two-wheel brigade to clear the 
tracks for a few hours, and run in their wheel ruts (which if you’ve 
ever been on a mountain bike trail, you’ll know is generally not a 
rutty experience – it’s usually smooth as the proverbial baby’s and 
flowing like a river of silky dirt). 

And reserve the trails for a bit of footfall fun is exactly what the peeps 
at Southern Exposure have done. They are an outfit known more for 
mountain biking, surf classes and a bit of paddle action at various 
locations along the Great Ocean Road. But they’ve seen the light: 
they know trail running is where it’s at and they’ve used their local 
knowledge of Victoria’s famed Otway Ranges to sniff out some of the 
sweetest trails (although, it’s not like they were that well hidden).

This inaugural event will take in a 21km run starting in Forrest, 
a small but beautiful village in the heart of the Otway Rangers, a 
wilderness area renown for world class mountain bike trails, fern 
gullies and flowing rivers.

The loop style run will head out of town, circling of Lake 
Elizabeth, before taking sweeping single trail back to town. For 
those who are not quite up to the 21km challenge, there will also be 
a 7km option around the West Barwon Dam.

9 June 2013 

The Forrest Half  
Marathon Trail Run  
21km/7km

www.southernexposure.com.au/forrest-trail-run

eVeNT preView > Forrest halF, Victoria

For your closest La Sportiva Mountain Running stockist contact Expedition Equipment     E: sales@expeditionequipment.com.au     P: 02 9417 5755     expeditionequipment.com.au

The La Sportiva Mountain Running® range springs from the desire to meet the needs of climbers who want move quickly and easily around the 

mountains or on off-road tracks. The range has been inspired by the world of skyracing, ultra marathons and vertical kilometres. Today, La Sportiva 

products are seen on the feet of some of the best runners in the world and continue to be distinguished by their high level of innovation and 

unequalled performance.

Whether it’s muddy and uneven ground, uphill running on hard terrain or marathons that last for days:  

for each challenge we have a specific product. All you have to do is run.

Click below buttons  
for online retailers

ELECTRON QUANTUMWILDCAT 2.0

Main Peak / Perth Bogong Equipment / Melbourne Mont / Canberra Mountain Equipment / Sydney

Adventure 195 / Newcastle Wilderness Shop / Box Hill Bushcraft / Wollongong Adventure Equipment / Cairns

www.southernexposure.com.au/forrest-trail-run
mailto:sales@expeditionequipment.com.au
http://www.expeditionequipment.com.au
http://www.mainpeak.com.au/content/menuCONTACTUS.html#perth
http://www.bogong.com.au
http://www.mont.com.au/index/home
http://www.mountainequipment.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Adventure-195/187137804740917?rf=292703980804690
http://www.wildernessshop.com.au
http://www.bushcraftequipment.com.au/store/
http://adventurequip.com.au
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SUUNTO AMBIT

Fulfil your Ambition at www.suunto.com

You could call it a watch, but that hardly seems fair. Altitude, navigation, speed, heart rate,
weather conditions - it’s all at your fingertips. Personalise your device, selecting just what
you need to get the most out of your next adventure. 

The new Suunto AMBIT - conquering new territory with the world’s first GPS for Explorers.

AND OTHER SUUNTO RETAILERS

THE GPS FOR EXPLORERS HAS EVOLVED.
_Manual and autolaps
_Heart rate graph in real time 
_Heart rate limits 
_Heart rate zones in Movescount.com
_Creation & sharing of routes in Movescount

  (whole route view and zoom-in view)

_Highly responsive pace / speed
  (FusedSpeedTM) and distance from
  accelerometer integrated GPS
_Chronograph
_Track logging and analysis 
  in Movescount.com
_Full-featured GPS (SiRFIV chip)

_3D Compass 
_Barometric altitude 
_Temperature 
_Robust BuiltToLast casing
_Water resistant to 100 m (ISO 2281)
_Upgradeable with new functionalities
_Point of interest creation  storing in device

  through Movescount.com
_Full-featured GPS with Waypoint 
  and route navigation
_Made in Finland 
_Rechargeable lithium-ion battery 
_Waypoint creation and storing
  in watch and in Movescount.com

_Location in multiple coordinate systems
_Interval timer
_Positive / negative display switch 
_User adjustable backlight
_Watch settings in Movescount.com
_ANT+ compatibility
_Foot POD compatibility

  and route navigation in device 

_Peak Training Effect & Recovery Time _GPS time keeping _Find Back _Mineral crystal lens

A new event at a new location at late notice… With a push to 
reinvigorate its green season (spring/summer/autumn) visitation,  
Mount Baw Baw in Victoria (known as the big little mountain) is 
looking to become a trail running hub within reach of Melbourne. 

This will be the inaugural trail festival for the mountain, making use of 
a plethora of singletrack laid bare by the long gone snow, and weaving 
between the stunning gums and alpine wilderness terrain. 

Trail festivals are starting to spring up everywhere but what makes this the 
one to gun for is the unique mix of events on offer – there’s the big one 
in the Walhalla to Baw Baw Trail Marathon, a 42.2km killer. Then there’s 
a shorter 12km day run followed by a 12km twilight to night run. 

So far fairly stock standard. But Baw Baw is also throwing in downhill 
and uphill ‘free mountain run’ dashes where it’s not about the distance 
(a relative sprint at only 1-2km), rather it’s about the specific trail run 
techniques of running fast up and down technical terrain, the course 
being run over what is usually steep downhill mountain biking trails. 

Of course, if you’re game to enter a few events, there’s a cumulative 
title to run for: King and Queen of Trail Mountain.

Saturday 9-11 March, 2013

Options > 42.2km, 12km, 12km night run,  
2km downhill, 2km uphill.

For an earlier taste of Baw Baw’s trail terrain, why not get along to its  
new Seasons of Pain series event, too? Slated for a 26th Jan. inauguration, 
it’s a trail run combined with mountain bike legs, 20km distances of  
each plus a sting in the tail. Not to be missed

www.mountbawbaw.com.au

eVeNT preView > australia
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http://www.mountbawbaw.com.au/whats-on/events/Baw-Baw-Trail-Run-Festival
http://www.suunto.com
http://www.suunto.com
http://www.mountaindesigns.com
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eVeNT preView > the duel, New zealaNd

What makes this race so special is the setting.  
Set on the twin islands of Motutapu (rolling farmland)  
and Rangitoto (a volcano), it is only a short ferry  
ride from downtown Auckland, yet a world apart. 
There’s an awesome variety of trail ranging from  
farm road to gnarly technical single track etched  
out of lava fields, all set against the backdrop of the 
Hauraki Gulf and the Auckland CBD. 

When the racing is done there’s always a carnival 
atmosphere at Home Bay – an opportunity to take  
a dip in the sea and relax in one of the coolest  
event bases we know of anywhere on the planet. 

It’s also an event that benefits a great cause –  
the lions’ share of profits go to the Motutapu 
Restoration Trust, which is transforming  
the landscape by returning native flora and  
fauna to this iconic island. A great reason  
to run and a very sweet place in which to do it. 

Saturday 23 March, 2013

Options > 42k, 21k, 10k or 6k runs  
(as well as mountain bike  
and off-road triathlon events)

www.thedual.co.nz
2 52 4

www.thedual.co.nz
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ls7Byt5Lgx0&feature=youtu.be
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“Pick your training partners well,”  
a wise man once said to me,  

“and they will take you where  
you want to go.” 

Okay, I made that up, but it  
sounds like something a wise man  
might say. It also lets me have my  

say about running with other people.

I run between 50km and 100km a week depending on  
what I am training for. The 50km is the tick-over 
distance. Keep me moving, relaxed, stop me seizing  
up and help me remain sane. The 100km is when  
I have something silly in mind too aim for and I have 
decided to not be quite so sane for a while.

For the most part I have run on my own and have  
done for 33 years. I like it. It’s cathartic. The world,  
the trail, and me. It also allows me to make up all  
sorts of stories about how far I went, how fast I ran and 
how effortless and smooth it all went; no witnesses. 

Although, over the years I have run with people now  
and again. These days if at all it falls to four friends in  
particular who each filter in and out of running with me.  
They keep me company, entertain me, keep me moving  
but perhaps most importantly, they share their wisdom.

These good folks are my partner of 26 years, my ultra 
running buddy, my doctor pal and my dog, Mack.

From my partner I get lessons on nature.  
“That’s a curlew and that’s a crane.”

From my ultra buddy I get training lessons.  
“Go out hard and hang on.”

From the doctor I get medical advice.  
“Take an anti-inflammatory and keep going.”

From my dog I get the answer to it all.  
“Woof”

The other thing I seem get from them all is toilet stories. 
Whether this is a long run thing, or a general run thing,  
or just a plain old human nature thing, I’m not sure.  
But toilet stories do feature at some point in the journey.

My partner tells a story of being in need of a quick  
number two while running along a little-used fire road.  
She took a couple of steps off road and dropped her shorts. 

Words > Roy Willetts *  Images > Jerry Galea / Rapid Ascent
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Suddenly, two mountain bikers came round the corner at an 
unhurried pace. Caught out completely and unable to move  
she made a quick joke about the whole thing in hope they would 
laugh and make a joke back. No. They stopped talking, stared 
straight ahead; eyes fixed on the middle distance and rode past  
in stony silence. So now, my partner walks about 400m off the 
trail, finds a cave, digs a hole, gets in in it, digs another hole and 
does her business with no chance of getting busted whatsoever. 
The process now takes about 15 minutes instead of two.

My ultra buddy talks about his days trying to breaking into  
the world of top class Ironman Triathlon competition.  
The day before a big race he put new fancy handlebars on his 
bike only to find the ‘bento box’ they all use to store food  
in for the ride didn’t fit on the new handlebars. No problem.  
It fit under the seat behind him no worries. Off he went. 
During the cycle leg like all of the top guys he didn’t stop to  
pee, just coasted along for 30 seconds whilst he went in his 
shorts then simply continued to peddle. When next he reached 
down to grab food from his bento box, it was swimming  
in urine. With 180km of hard riding as part of the race there  
was nothing else to do but wipe it all down and eat it anyway.

Doc relates a story of when he did a big six-day multi sport race. It was 
 the last day, the last leg. Everyone was done in and they still had 100km  
of mountain bike riding ahead. Andrew decided to ride the last leg in  
a one-piece ‘Phantom’ outfit, as you do. Bright purple, mask, the whole 
gig. Unfortunately, 50km into this leg his bowels decided that with six  
days of hi-carb food and crazy amounts of exercise, this was a good time  
to purge itself. So he commenced jumping off the bike every few kilometres, 
stripping out of the one-piece suit and doing the deed in an ever-more 
exhausting fashion. It took him days to recover and he still can’t work out 
whether it was because of the six-day race or the exhausting final 50kms.

Mack, my dog simply doesn’t care and is happy to poo at random.  
Anywhere, anytime and in front of anyone. In fact he seems to enjoy  
it most when there are more people around. Another case of dogs 
having one up on us I think. And what’s with that big grin on his face 
when he does it, too?

So, in my experience there are three factors to choosing your  
running partners: they must share their wisdom; they must tell you 
toilet stories and the third one escapes me at the moment…ah yes –  
it helps if they are all better runners then you. 

As it happens, mine including the pooch all are  *

“THERE ARE THREE FACTORS TO CHOOSING  
YOUR RUNNING PARTNERS:  

THEY MUST SHARE THEIR WISDOM;  
THEY MUST TELL YOU TOILET STORIES  

AND THE THIRD ONE…  
IT HELPS IF THEY ARE  

ALL BETTER RUNNERS THEN YOU.”
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GET HIGH.
Avoid a bad trip.

Select award winning Montrail 
shoes exclusively from Macpac.

www.macpac.com.au

Photo © Kevin Winzeler

New range for Summer 2012 available 
exclusively from Macpac stores Australia 

and New Zealand wide.

http://www.macpac.com.au


Q+a > lucy bartholemew

With all the controversy surrounding the  
participation of under-18s in the Surf Coast  

Century (SCC) 100km trail ultra,  
Trail Run Mag gets an insider’s perspective  

by talking to lucy Bartholomew,  
one of the young women who  

ran in the face of some stirringly  
emotive commentary from the bleachers.  

oh, and what did dad think? 

Interview > Chris Ord  *  Images > Rapid Ascent / Jon Barter 
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“I’M glad My RUn  
WaS no dIFFEREnT To any  

oThER RUnnER.  
I WaS ThERE FoR ThE 

ExPERIEnCE, no PaddIng.”

The days after I kept saying to Dad: “this time yesterday we were…” 
and even weeks and months after I’d say “god, we were only half way 
this time last month”. Only recently I paced in the half marathon 
at a very easy pace of 2:10:00. I ran very strongly and enjoyed the 
atmosphere. Dad paced the full marathon in a pretty quick time 
of 3:30:00 which only three weeks after the SCC I thought was 
pretty incredible. Having run in the SCC I am a stronger runner 
and person. My body has no lasting aches or pains all I have are 
permanent memories.

EVENT ORGANISERS PUT A LOT INTO SAFETY 
MEASURES SURROUNDING THE SCHOOL  
GIRL TEAM, YET YOU HAD NO SUCH CAVEATS  
ON YOUR ENTRY. WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS  
ON THE DISPARITY? 

I’m glad my run was no different to any other runner. I was there 
for the experience, no padding. I think its great that the girls 
had the support especially in the last two legs, when it was dark 
and cold. I had all the support I needed with my Dad, along with 
the YMCA camp staff who were so supportive at checkpoints and 
everyone running was so friendly - after all we all were feeling the 
same pain. I think the measures for the schoolgirls were needed for 
reassurance, to parents, and to people participating in the debate 
for and against. It wouldn’t look good if they didn’t appreciate that 
this [young competitors] is a new aspect to ultra trail running. They 
were necessary and in the end most of the girls finished safely and 
happy and enjoyed it, which is the main thing.

HOW HAVE YOUR PEERS AND FAMILY REACTED  
TO YOUR RUNNING IN AN ULTRA?

My friends think I am crazy but support me, even offering to come 
down to Anglesea for the finish. They know how much running 
means to me. My family supports me, they’ve watched Dad run  
and so they knew I was starting to run further and was able to keep  
up with him. They are always there for me and they know if I am  
in a bad mood I haven’t run for a while.

ONE ARGUMENT FOR NOT ALLOWING UNDER 
18’S TO RACE IN ULTRAS IS THE PHYSIOLOGICAL 
DANGERS – LONG TERM EFFECTS ON THE BODY  
AND SOME SAY EMOTIONAL STATE. WHAT IS  
YOUR RESPONSE TO THOSE KINDS OF OPINIONS?

I can’t talk for others. Different bodies will respond in different 
ways. I believe I am tough mentally and emotionally and Dad 
always said that when you stop enjoying running and having fun, 
then you’ve done too much.  I actually feel stronger mentally and 
emotionally. I was waiting for ‘the wall’ to come in the SCC but  
I never felt down. Dad struggled at 77km but I was there for him,  
and I knew he was there for me if I needed him. Fact is, I didn’t.

HOW DID YOU PULL UP JUST AFTER THE RUN …  
BODY AND MIND BREAK DOWN OR…? 

I got up the day after and was on the ‘runners high’. I was tight  
in my hipflexer but over all you couldn’t get the smile off my face.  

WHAT LED YOU TO WANTING TO RUN TRAIL 
ULTRAS IN THE FIRST PLACE? 

Dads always runs and for about a year my brother, Tom, ran  
with him but then moved on to other things. I think when I was 
about 14 I started to run with my Dad, not necessarily enjoying 
it but actually finding it quite hard and tiring. As time went 
by I started to feel stronger and really enjoyed the trails. I had 
always competed in athletics and cross country at school (3km) 
but never had the speed to make it anywhere past State. I knew 
it wasn’t my type of race. My style of running allows me to use 
little energy but not cover distance very quickly. Dad entered the 
TNF100 in 2011 and I couldn’t imagine running that far, but  
I did the training with him week after week and went to Sydney  
as his support crew, running 30km around the Blue Mountains. 
It was about this time that I started looking at ultras but all had 
age limits so that was pretty much it, until the SCC.

WHAT KIND OF PREPARATION DID YOU PUT IN 
LEADING UP TO THE EVENT?

After the TNF100 Dad penciled in the SCC and started his 
training. I ran with him on the long runs on the weekend 
(30km) always thinking ‘I could do this’. It was matter of  
asking Mum and Dad which I thought would be an obvious no.  
When they both said I could my run my training hardly changed. 
I continued running 100km a week. But all of a sudden there  
was a drive and I got really excited (school didn’t even bother me).  
It was all about the countdown to the SCC.  

WITH ALL THE ATTENTION ON THE 14-16 YEAR OLD 
SCHOOLGIRLS RUNNING THE SCC, YOU FLEW A LITTLE 
UNDER THE RADAR ESCAPING MUCH SCRUTINY. WHAT 
WERE YOUR THOUGHTS SEEING ALL THE ARGUMENTS  
ON THE BLOGOSPHERE FOR AND AGAINST?      

I was a little upset by Sam Gash’s stance, as she had recently been in news  
for her desert crossing. I knew I was going to run or try to run the 
whole event and that the other (school)girls were doing it completely 
differently. Due to the stuff that was written, Dad did say prior to the 
run in build up, that I would need to be responsible during the race and 
careful with hydration and nutrition and not give anyone a chance to tap 
me on the shoulder and pull me out. As for the age bit, I don’t get it. I’m 
16 and a half and have done lots of training. I guess in hindsight and now 
that I have completed one ultra, I would suggest that they have entry levels 
requirements; prior runs with qualifying times. 

WHAT IS YOUR RESPONSE TO THOSE ARGUMENTS 
AGAINST UNDER 18S RUNNING IN ULTRAS?

We had been logging kilometres for nine months going into the SCC.  
Once I found out about the event and Dad said I could compete,  
we put together a plan and built up to 100km weeks for 6 or 7 weeks –  
so physically I believe that if you do the training, you should be right.  
But anyone can bonk or have a bad day. The risk of long-term injury  
has many variables and would be unfair to relate back to a single event.  
You could argue playing netball at an early age could pose long-term  
threats to injury. The great thing about the SCC was I never had a  
negative thought the entire day and just loved the attention and support. 



“He said i could go  
on witHout Him.  

(But) it’s Because of Him  
tHat i was tHere.  

i wasn’t leaving Him.”

WITH ALL THE TALK OF THE DANGERS OF ULTRA FOR ANY 
COMPETITOR, REGARDLESS OF AGE, WERE YOU EVER  
FRIGHTENED OF WHAT YOU WERE ABOUT TO UNDERTAKE?

Honestly, yes. I knew I had trained enough. I knew I had my Dad. I knew 
it didn’t matter if I didn’t finish but this wasn’t something that everyone 
can do. Mentally we broke down the run to smaller sections that we could 
manage, distances that we would complete in training. I talked a lot to  
Dad and he listens in suffering. We talk about school, his work, the awesome 
scenery and most of all what we will have for breakfast as our reward.

HOW WOULD YOU FEEL ABOUT UNDER 18S ATTEMPTING 
HARDER, WILDER AND MORE TECHNICAL ULTRA RACES? 
SHOULD IT BE OPEN SLATHER OR ARE THERE LIMITS  
(AND WHAT WOULD YOU SUGGEST THOSE LIMITATIONS BE)?

I don’t like age restrictions. What’s the difference between me (almost 17) 
who has trained for months and has participated and been a part of  
runs in the past and an overweight man who has a mid life crisis to run 
100km. He still maintains the same risks to his body. I can only compare  
the SCC and the TNF100, as I ran parts of the TNF following my dad.  
There IS a difference - the terrain and the weather and the safety,  
not to mention the gear list. I don’t think anyone can just enter;  
there are times and qualification points you need for runs and this  
should be the same for youths. Running a half marathon in sub 3 hours,  
a 50km in sub 7 hours. Being able to show you can, or you have been 
involved in trail running, shows race directors that you are capable and 
therefore should be allowed.

IN THE SCC, WE HEARD THAT YOU COULD 
HAVE RUN FASTER, BUT YOUR DAD HELD  
YOU BACK – TRUE? 

Dad admits that he was feeling crook at the 77km mark.  
He said I could go on without him. (But) it’s because  
of him that I was there. I wasn’t leaving him. Maybe I could 
have done a better time, but turns out I had a head torch 
that barely lit my feet up, so if I didn’t have Dad’s when it  
got dark, anything could have happened. 

The main thing is that we finished together. We call each 
other our ‘wingman’. And I wouldn’t leave my wingman  
and he wouldn’t leave me. I ran 12:12:25. 1st under 18,  
8th female, and 20th overall (I think!)

FUTURE PLANS – THE NEXT TRAIL STAR OR 
WAS THIS JUST A ONE OFF ADVENTURE? 

Hell yeah! Next trail star…. I’ve planned my running till  
I’m 18. I’m going to enter as many as I can, whether I am 
allowed to do the ultra option or just run the half versions  
so I can stay part of the trail running scene. Then, Bam!  
The TNF 100km finishes on my 18th birthday (ish), so 
that’s the goal, to run it with my wingman!  From then on… 
it only gets better as I’m free to enter as many as I want and 
my main goal is to travel and get a taste of different runs!  
I’m already excited!
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www.runningdivas.com.au
Available in Australia exclusively through

THE REVOLUTIONARY ENERGY
GENERATION UCAN

6 different flavours

Rich in electrolytes

No added sugar

Gluten free

Use before, during 
and after your activity
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SO, DAD, WHAT WAS YOUR RESPONSE WHEN LUCY  
FIRST SUGGESTED RUNNING AN ULTRA? 

Initially, really proud of her, absolutely stoked that she enjoyed this as much 
as I, then concerned what this effort might take out of her and worried 
that it might leave her with a negative impression which might put her off 
running altogether. A little later I was just petrified that she would beat me.

WHAT MEASURES AND LIMITATIONS DID YOU PUT  
IN PLACE TO ENSURE LUCY WOULD BE READY TO RUN 
SUCH A DISTANCE?  

I knew she had the kilometres in her legs and has a strong will. Lucy had 
done the same training as I, and had shown she was the stronger runner 
of the two of us. The great thing about running with someone like Lucy, 
is that she didn’t really know that she should hit a wall at the 35km mark. 
We did take her off to the doctors and spoke about the event she wanted to 
undertake seeking reassurance for both her and myself. I think reading the 
comments on Facebook – for and against –  galvanized us both. 

WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE ARE THE POSITIVE THINGS  
TO COME FROM ALLOWING LUCY TO PARTICIPATE?

At the end of the day it was just a run. Yes there was and is a sense of 
accomplishment that Lucy feels very proud of, but it’s the journey not the 
destination which has been the real positive. Over the course of this year 

Q+a > lucy bartholemew Lucy has acted as my support crew, travelled to some beautiful 
places, been able to log up some kilometres, she has driven on 
her L plates, we have spent nights in caravan parks and eaten 
out at pubs and coffee shops and most of all had the time to 
talk and talk and talk. That’s a lot of positives for many parents.

HOW DID YOU FEEL AT THE POINT IN THE RACE 
WHERE YOU KNEW SHE WAS THE STRONGER 
RUNNER IN THE MOMENT?

Truth be known, I knew that she was the stronger runner 
before we lined up. I still thought that mentally she might 
struggle over the course of the run. I really did expect her to 
have a one or two down periods in the race or over the day. We 
had three times that we were aiming for: 12 hours (ultimate), 
12:30 (realistic) and 13:00(acceptable). I was trying to slow her 
down a bit in the first half, thinking that at this pace she might 
bonk, but as the race went on she got stronger. I was feeling the 
pinch at 70km, the weather was warm and we’d both finished 
our water, but Lucy just kept going. I needed a walk break and 
at that point said if she wanted to push on by herself she could 
– I didn’t mean it and would have been devastated had she left 
me. I was already planning how we would cross the finish line 
together. Hand in hand above our heads in triumph. 

“aT ThE End oF ThE day  
IT WaS jUST a RUn.  

yES ThERE WaS and IS a SEnSE  
oF aCCoMPlIShMEnT ThaT  
lUCy FEElS VERy PRoUd oF,  
BUT IT’S ThE joURnEy noT  

ThE dESTInaTIon WhICh  
haS BEEn ThE REal PoSITIVE.

http://www.runningdivas.com.au
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It’s one thing to run the 135km Cape to Cape trail in Western Australia, it’s another thing altogether to do it as a multi-day barefoot mission. 
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Behind the hikers, staring aghast at our motley trio, was  
a glittering ocean where far roaming swell lines rose up and 
broke into arcing forms.

The awkward silence continued. To many hikers, the Cape to  
Cape is a mission, a target in itself. Meticulous design and  
planning has honed their schedule down to a focused goal.  
They walked hunched by their waist-to-head packs, eyes squinted  
on the track in front in grim determination. In front of them 
stood three runners, tiny packs attached, with beaming smiles.

This meeting was a common scene as myself and two other 
trail runners took on the Cape to Cape track in three days 
and nights.  A jagged, thought provoking line on the map, the 
Cape to Cape Track runs from the Cape Leeuwin lighthouse 
in the south to the Cape Naturaliste lighthouse in the North, 
135 kilometres of single track, fire trail, twin trail and beach.  
The trail never runs more than a few kilometres away from 
the spectacular coastline, making its biggest detour to wander 
through the mighty karri forests between Augusta and Margaret 
River, while its coastal sections cling to cliff tops, ridges and 
dunes as the sound of breakers rarely leaves your ears.

The hikers we met shook their heads at our lack of gear  
and ulterior motivation. 

“Do you do ultramarathons?” they enquired further.  
We shook ours. And then the inevitable, “What are you  
going to do next?”

“Nothing, we are here.” 

“Fun?” the walkers queried us. 
Awkward silence.

“But, what are you training for?” they asked.

Today, or life, is my usual response  
(just to confuse them more).  

What more could you want to train for?  
Well, that’s my thinking. 
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It is a thought that is hard to comprehend.  So much time is spent 
concocting, planning, scheming and devising our next trip, run,  
meal that almost before it is over we leap on to the next opportunity.  
The pleasure, scientists have found, comes as much in the anticipation  
of a reward as gaining it; the chemical dopamine is released into  
the brain with the thought of an activity or a pleasurable moment  
as much or more than during the actual moment itself.  So picture  
yourself drifting effortlessly over smooth singletrack and you have  
just had as much happiness as you are going to get from that moment.   
Unless there’s another way and that by being focused on the trail  
and the rhythm of your body the dopamine, endocannabinoids and 
endorphins that make up the runner’s high can all flow free. The Cape 
to Cape is that perfect experience, and for us with the weather tuned  
to ideal and the only thought being living and breathing the experience 
our group of three runners disappeared into the trail for three days.

Not that we weren’t visible. Two sandal wearers and a shod runner 
skipping along this sandy line next to the coast, running due North  
from latitude 34 and a half degrees to 33 and a half degrees. The 
French, with their love of logic invented the metric system and looked 
upon the division of the earth as a place to start. A metre, it was decided, 
should equal 1/10 millionth of the distance from the Equator to the 
North Pole. Thus a run of about 111 kilometres directly north-south will 
give you one degree of latitude and that is just how far we were traveling.

The French connection does not end there, however, for they were  
the first of the European explorers to probe the south-west coastline.  
Unlike other visitors they took very little and left nothing but names;  
the Capes Naturaliste, Leeuwin, Freycinet and Clairault and Hamelin  
Bay as well as Geographe Bay are testament to French sojourns,  
while other parts of the Cape to Cape Track retain their Aboriginal 
names; Yallingup, Injidup, Gunyulgup, Wardanup and Wyadup  
just a few. The up suffix means place and the Wardan people’s  
connection to the places along the track were, and still are, profound.  
The trail is littered with perennial springs and a couple of waterfalls, 

rare commodities in the nation’s south west where drought is part 
of the annual cycle.  But the springs and streams made for happy 
running – we carried no more than two litres at a time and our 
minimalist psyche was reinforced by packing only the insanely 
useful Sea to Summit shelters, sleeping bag liners and thermals. 
Our packs weighed under four kilos and the freedom of drifting 
light made the trails flow smoother still.

The first day trudges through plenty of sand before heading up into 
the ancient karri forests. The Cape to Cape only skirts these mighty 
trees but their climbing, straight trunks are enough to inspire awe.  
A fine place to run.  Due to the cramped schedule of our group 
our first run started some 20 kilometres north of the trailhead and 
the first 24 kilometres happened mostly in the dark so we were glad 
to arrive at Conto’s campsite to find the food we had stashed there 
untouched by marauding possums. The next day was promised to 
be the start of a stretch of summery weather with clear skies and 
offshore winds.  When we descended out of the forest onto Conto’s 
Beach the next morning we all staggered to a halt and beheld the 
scene below.  The Indian Ocean lay at the foot of the cliffs, clear 
lines of white ripping across the beaches, reefs and rocks as a huge 
swell tore at the coastline.  A sea of coastal scrub and thicket carpeted 
the dunes with only one distinguishing feature; an alluring line of 
winding, undulating pure singletrack heaven. The Cape to Cape.

One joy of running lies in its lack of complication. Follow the 
trail and run. Look up. Watch the whales. Head back down and on 
to the singletrack, dodging limestone outcrops, winding through 
the colours of flowers that burst onto the trail. Stop. Run some 
more. By the end of the day we had made it to Ellenbrook House 
and campsite, an old colonial home that meant, for us, welcome 
food we had stashed previously.  We lay down with the sun and slept 
through to dawn, the long sand laden kilometres making for a 
restful sleep, even without sleeping mats.

The next day arrived with a replayed blue sky. The swell had dropped 
slightly so waves broke in to shore and the epic lines well out to sea 
were a memory of the day before. The trail rolled on though and we 
followed it.  We had passed through the luxury town of Prevelly the 
previous day but from there the landscape had been deeply scarred 
by the bushfires of last year. The fires had raged along the coastline 
for days, eventually claiming around 40 homes and removing vast 
hectares of native forest. It had made the track a little harder to find 
but by mid morning on day three we were in Gracetown and through 
the ravaged section. Once again we were accompanied by coastal 
vegetation that changed in density from sparse sections to dense and 
scraping thicket covering the track and had us hopping over, through 
and around the scrub in a dance with the trail.  From Gracetown the 
trail enters its finest section as long kilometres of singletrack roll out 
above the climbing mecca of the Wilyabrup cliffs. The trail clings to 
the clifftops as the landscape drops away just metres on one side to a 
brief beach and the rocking ocean.  Rock formations jut out of the 
coastal system and large tables of reef hold pools of water in every 
shade of blue and green.

At this stage we spotted a whale bobbing up and down just beyond 
the breakers, more rock-like than mammalian.  Its progress was 
slow, but then so was ours and we found ourselves moving at the 
same pace.  There were none of the spectacular breaches or fluke 
splashes of the humpbacks we had already seen so we guessed it 
must be a southern right whale. For nearly an hour we moved past 
it and behind it as the whale made its way north alongside us. On 
top of one dune we stopped to see what it would do as its line was 
to coincide with a breaker.  Just before reaching the whitewater the 
whale turned and rotated closer to shore and we realised it was in 
fact a mother with calf at her side. The two lay in the deeper water 
to the side of the breaking reef and literally rolled about, flukes up 
high in the air one moment, and then back on to their bellies again.   
We stood, toe deep in sand, and revelled.
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We had plenty of our own moments of weightlessness and that night 
was topped off with a swim in the ocean and then a wash at the foot  
of the spluttering Quinninup Falls.  It was our final night on the trail 
but we were still excited about what tomorrow would bring as each 
rise up and down a sand dune unveiled more beauty.  In the morning 
we set off with a short beach run, glad this would be our final stretch 
of soft sand and up on to the trail.  Ahead of us lay the final 28 
kilometres and some of its most spectacular views.  We drifted by the 
world famous Canal Rocks, Smiths and Yallingup beaches, briefly 
reentering the known world of pavement, car parks and people 
dressed in more than shorts and sandals until heading back onto the 
singularity of the trail.  Although it was the ideal time; mid-spring 
with perfect weather, we had seen less than ten people along the way 
and had, at times, felt like the only people alive. 

From Yallingup I made the call to leave the trail for the final ten 
kilometres and, rather than finish at the lighthouse, finish at my 
own doorstep. With my running partners in agreement we ducked 
off the Cape to Cape and on to the winding network of trails I run 
daily, through forests, bush tracks and farmland over Mt Duckworth 
and down to Dunsborough, a degree of latitude since our starting 
point. It wasn’t an official end to end run of the track but then, as we 
had assured people along the way, we were actually doing it for fun.  
And what’s more fun than running home?

A well-lived trail, campsite or run can get inside you, create a 
lasting feeling.  For days during and after we lived off the buzz of 
the Cape to Cape, the way it had flowed out in front of us, created 
perfect stepping stones and an equilibrium for mind and body.  
We had been focused on running, concentrating on the trail and 
our surrounds with the only break coming from the sight of a 
whale, the call of a bird or the glint of flotsam on a vacant beach.  
The sense of liberation, the wandering between Aboriginal names and 
colonial sites and the joining up of a line of latitude by foot with the 
barest of essentials on your back stay with us, luring us to return *
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Run The Cape to Cape

The Cape to Cape Track runs between the Cape Leeuwin and  
Cape Naturaliste lighthouses, both just outside Augusta and 
Dunsborough respectively. It is a 3-hour drive from Perth  
to the northern most point of the track and there are full bus  
services to Dunsborough, Augusta and points between.

The ideal time to absorb the track is September to November  
when the streams are still flowing, wildflowers are in bloom,  
the whales are migrating and before the dreaded flies, snakes  
and summer heat arrive, although anytime from March to  
December is pretty pleasant.  

Point to point it is 135 kilometres but roads and 4WD tracks 
interject at many points so shorter runs are easily possible.   
The area is also an accommodation hotspot and you can  
stay in anywhere from national park campsites to five star  
spa resorts depending on what floats your boat and budget.

More info at  www.capetocapetrack.com.au     
or   www.australiassouthwest.com

gear >  
Thanks to Sea To Summit for lightening the running  
load with its supply of lightweight gear including  
Sea To Summit Specialists Shelters - reviewed page 13  
CamelBak Octane LR - reviewed page 14

www.seatosummit.com.au 

*Hoka One One advert on a barefoot spread? Sorry, we couldn’t resist...Ying to the Yang.

Yo u  c a n  h a v e  i t  a l l .

Hoka OneOne ultra runner and mountain blaster Christophe le Saux flying high in his Hoka OneOne Bondi B

www.capetocapetrack.com.au
www.australiassouthwest.com
www.seatosummit.com.au
http://www.hokaoneone.com.au
http://www.hokaoneone.com.au
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Council red tape: it’s the bane of many a trail  
run race director’s life. There seems to be  
something about the white collar that imbues 
bureaucrats with a heightened sense of fear  
that the world will collapse should anyone want  
to run on their patch – especially if that patch  
involves the risk of a stray root, a cliff drop-off  
or in the case of the popular Willy to Billy event  
that was, a broken bridge. But where does a  
council’s responsibilities for constituent safety  
morph to unjustified nanny state clamp down?*

Words > Zac Braxton Smith   *  Images > Lyndon Marceau 
www.marceauphotography.com

www.marceauphotography.com


“And every year we put the notice into council in February for the run 
to happen in August. We did it this year, then on June 19 they sent us 
a list of all their demands. They call it a ‘report of issues’. And we just 
can’t meet those issues in the time frame for the council.”

Four months and five days had passed between when the council 
received the submission from the race director and when the ‘report 
of issues’ was compiled, approved at a local traffic council meeting, 
and sent back to the race director. In previous years, the council had 
responded to the race organisers within two months, letting them 
know that the run was good to go ahead. 

I was shocked from my musings as the trail swept around to the left, and 
a gaping valley opened up before us. The hills on its opposite side looked 
purple through the midday haze and I twisted my head further around 
to see them roll sharply down the river and into the distance. I glanced 
timidly down to the right, over the edge of a sheer cliff, at the dense forest 
below and the blue vein that dissected it. The river: our destination.

Once I’d had time to process the beauty of our surroundings,  
I let my legs spin out and sank back into thought.

Why, I wondered, had it taken so long for the council to respond  
to the race director’s application? 

Mountain Sport’s Sean Greenhill is no stranger to the issues  
that race directors face when interacting with regulatory bodies; 
he’s involved in the organization of a number of popular trail 
events in the Blue Mountains including the Running Wild series 
and the Wild Endurance 100km. 

“In any large organisation like council or the National Parks 
Service, not all the offices and not all the staff are always 
communicating with each other,” Sean said. “The areas which  
you submit your event application to, that’s one part of that body  
and the areas that are responsible for maintenance or preservation 
are in a separate office - as for any large group that employs 
hundreds of people. I don’t think it’s inherently anti-events,  
it’s just that large bureaucracies tend not to communicate that well.”

It’s likely that these bureaucratic communication issues 
contributed to the delay in the HCC’s response. But the council 
saw it differently. “The reason the application was not reported to 
an earlier local traffic council meeting [than the one held on the 
18th of June],” a council spokesperson wrote, “Is that the original 
application submitted did not contain the required information 
and from the period of 21 March 2012 to 9 May 2012, the 
applicant was working on providing the necessary information.”

hundred people completed this run in the opposite direction.  
They were running in the iconic Mount Wilson to Bilpin race –  
the Willy to Billy – a 35 kilometre trail event that serves as the primary 
fundraiser for the Mount Wilson and Bilpin Bush Fire Brigades. 

The course is predominantly downhill, starting at 1100 metres 
above sea level at the Silva Plana Reserve and dropping through 
jungle, farmland and open forest before finishing at the Bilpin 
Community Hall at 650 metres. But the 450 metres of net 
elevation loss is somewhat deceiving; there are definitely a few 
climbs scattered throughout the course. Nat and I were now 
running the longest of these in reverse.

But this wasn’t just a pleasant Sunday jog, or even an attempt at 
course reconnaissance; we set out this afternoon in the hope of 
finding the answer to one burning question:

Why was the race director forced to cancel this year’s (2012) 
Mount Wilson to Bilpin?

As we wound our way down the valley through farms and dry 
forest, I thought about the partial answers that I’d already received.

“We’ve been doing this run for 17 years,” said Steve McMillian, the 
director of the race and President of the Bilpin Bush Fire Brigade. 

I stood at the top of the long, gentle hill peering down the dirt road 
and waiting for Nat to join me. The sun’s rays filtered through the 
two motley rows of dark trees enclosing the path, giving it a warm, 
yellow glow and illuminating the rolling paddocks in the distance.  
This peaceful image provided a welcome contrast to the biting, invasive 
cold that enveloped the hilltop and made me shiver and stamp my feet. 

I could make out a dog barking faintly on one of the far-off 
properties but was barely conscious of the low hum of the insects in 
our immediate surrounds.

I heard the car door slam shut and the lock click soon after. Nat 
zipped the keys into my pack and we walked a few steps before 
reluctantly breaking into a jog.

“How far is it to the river?” I asked as my shoes scudded along the 
gravelly road.

“Six kays, all downhill,” she replied.

“Gee I hope this bridge lives up to its reputation.”

Starting from the top of Mount Irvine Road, just north of the Blue 
Mountains locale of Bilpin, to the west of Sydney, NSW, we would be 
running down to the bottom of Bowen’s Creek Gorge. Towards the  
end of August in 2011, and many years before that, two or three 

“This wasn’t just a pleasant  
Sunday jog…We set out  
this afternoon in the hope  
of finding the answer  
to one burning question: 
Why was the race director  
forced to cancel this  
year’s Mount Wilson to Bilpin?
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“GROSS LOAD LIMIT 5t,” said the other.

I pulled up in front of the signs and swiveled to the right. 

A gurgling, bubbling, frothing sound rose up from the front  
and below, and I took a step forward.

From out of the soil in front of us, two long, multi-plank beams  
of wood stretched to this clearing, spaced and sized perfectly for 
the wheels of a car. Just beneath them were rows and rows  
of shorter beams, squeezed in like sardines in a tin. 

This was the decking that the council had referred to. This was 
Bowen’s Creek Bridge.

We walked forward, and it came as no surprise to me that the wood 
beneath our feet didn’t fall away. I walked forward some more, 
stomped on the planks, jumped up and down and jogged for  
a little. Nothing moved; the floor barely shuddered. The tops  
of some of the planks had rotted slightly, but they still passed  
the stomp test. Most of the gaps between them were miniscule; 
there was only one hole that an unwitting runner could get their 
foot stuck in. Was the council talking about the same bridge? 
There was no “significant deterioration of the decking” and  
there was certainly no “significant risk” in crossing it.*

“Someone’s just doing it by the book,” Steve had said.  
“Someone’s said, on paper, that road’s closed, therefore the  
bridge is closed, and therefore you can’t use it. The people we’ve 
spoken to at council have never seen the road, the track, the bridge.”

Nat and I reached the other side, and I climbed down a steep  
and sketchy slope through shrub to the creek a few metres below. 
Smooth-edged patterns emerged and dissolved in the shallow water  
as it ambled down the creek-bed. Small insects darted, hovered  
and buzzed above this clear brown body, scattering as I slipped  
my feet in. The deep cold seeped through my shoes and socks,  
closing its grip around my skin and making me furrow my brow. 

Regardless, it still took the council over a month from when  
the submission was made to get back to the race director, asking 
him to provide further documents and details. As it turned out, 
this “necessary information” was, in the words of Jeff Organ,  
the council’s director of infrastructure, “a clear map of the route to 
be used by the runners in line with the application which indicated 
that ‘No’ bridge was to be used (my emphasis).”

This information is somewhat misleading. According to Steve 
McMillan, the race director’s original application included a  
map indicating that the runners would cross the bridge over 
Bowen’s Creek about seven kilometres from the finish of the race.

“What he [Mr Organ] may be referring to,” Mr McMillan 
explained, “Is that, this year, Council came back to us verbally  
in May to tell us that the bridge was closed and we needed to cross 
Bowen’s Creek itself.” 

So it seemed that it was the council, not the race director,  
who had decided that runners would not be traversing the bridge.

But why did the HCC’s director of infrastructure wish to  
conceal this fact?

Was it possible that the HCC was afraid of a public backlash if it 
turned out that there were no good grounds to close the bridge?

I’d received highly contrasting reports from the two major 
stakeholders about the structure’s condition, and that’s why Nat  
and I were now running downhill on this cool winter’s afternoon. 
We wanted to see it for ourselves.

At this point, my eyes wandered to the left and upwards, following 
the unkempt sandstone wall towering above us. It was a sea of 
yellow boils, bumps and grooves, broken only by the occasional 
island of foliage and the long road slicing through its middle.  
I stumbled into a shallow rut, wincing and jolting slightly  
as I regained my balance. My gaze should have been fixed directly  

in front; after the first few kilometers of the run, a deep groove  
had emerged in the trail which snaked along from side-to-side and 
only disappeared once we’d reached the valley floor. 

The droning insect chorus grew louder and more intense as we descended,  
struggling against the growing bubble and whir of running water.

“How far is it now?” I asked, panting.

“Can’t be more than a kilometre,” Nat replied.

“Can you remember what the bridge is actually like?”

 “It’s just a wooden bridge. There are parts of the course that are far 
worse and more dangerous than going across that bridge,” Nat said.  
I could only believe her – after all, she had run Willy to Billy three times.

This reminded me of what Steve McMillan had said about this crossing: 
“I’m not an engineer, but every weekend there’s 4wds and cars belting 
across it. We’re only running across it, we don’t drive vehicles across it.”

It came as no surprise that the HCC’s assessment was vastly different. 
“The Bridge has been inspected recently by council staff, following a 
detailed inspection undertaken by RMS,” Mr. Organ wrote. “There 
is significant deterioration of the decking creating a significant risk. 
Additionally measures are being considered to determine whether  
the bridge can be made safe for pedestrian use or whether demolition  
is necessary, given the extent of deterioration of the deck.”

Well, I’d soon find out who was right. Seeing as it was only the decking  
of the bridge which the council was concerned about, I surmised  
that it wouldn’t take any special civil engineering skills to determine  
“the extent of deterioration” and, by extension, if the bridge was safe.  
Any punter can work out whether or not a series of wooden boards  
are too rotten or riddled with holes to be run over.  

In the distance, I could make out two bright squares perched a couple  
of metres above the ground. 

“NO OVERTAKING OR PASSING,” the shorter of the two read.
5 2 5 3
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With a few labored steps, I was in up to my knees and trying to 
embrace the uncomfortable, yet oddly satisfying, icy feeling. A few 
more steps and my legs emerged on the opposite bank.

When the HCC responded to Steve’s application for the race at the 
end of March, they asked him if the runners could just wade across 
the creek. In his May 9 reply to the council, Steve “produced a 
map showing us wading across the creek at a higher point than the 
bridge to satisfy the Council but at the same time telling them this 
would not be satisfactory.”

“You’ve got the issue of 400 people going through the creek and 
destroying the fragile ecosystem around the bridge, let alone the 
creek, let alone causing damage to themselves,” Steve said. 

According to him, it would be unlikely that the organizers could get 
approval from the Office of Environment and Heritage to wade across 
Bowen’s Creek under any normal circumstances. The fact that the 
council had only given them eight weeks to do this (from the time  
the report was released until race day) made it nearly impossible.

Steve was right about the crossing. For a few minutes, Nat and  
I scouted out a number of paths down to and up from the creek; 
they were all narrower than normal single trail, very steep and 
in many cases blocked by shrubs or rotting trees. Surely no 
organization responsible for protecting the environment would 
allow hundreds of runners to storm through there, eroding the 
bank and destroying the foliage.

I clambered up the dirt-slope back to the bridge and crossed it one last 
time, stepping off of the planks to begin the uphill slog back to the car.

As we started crawling back up the trail, I turned around to take one 
last look at the bridge. The sun had dropped ever so slightly since we 
had arrived, laying the dark shadow of the railings across the decking. 

Again, Steve Macmillan’s words came to mind.

“I feel gutted,” he said. “[The run is] a great earner, it’s  
our only fundraiser we do, because it’s such a good income.  

We’re in a fortunate position. We’ve got enough cash to hold us 
through for this year, but we want to do the run again next year.  
We want the run back, the runners want the run; it just ticks all of the 
boxes, unfortunately not Council’s boxes.”

“Normally, they would get back to us and say ‘yeah, the run’s fine 
and everything’s sweet’, they’d tick it off. But this year, in particular, 
either they’ve had pressure from insurance companies or from 
somewhere to really look at it a lot harder.”

When considering an application to hold an event, councils have to  
strike a fine balance between scrutinizing its details and giving the  
organizers sufficient time to work through any additional requirements.  
The Hawkesbury City Council had erred on the side of scrutiny in 
this case, especially in their assessment of Bowen’s Creek Bridge.  
This now meant that the historic Mount Wilson to Bilpin race;  
which brings approximately $40,000 into Bilpin each year, finances 
the Mount Wilson and Bilpin Bush Fire Brigades, and gives a lot of 
pleasure to a few hundred trail runners; was cancelled.

Nat and I made our way along the gorge walls, snaking up and through 
forest and farmland before arriving back at the top of the road. 

All the while, Steve’s words echoed in my mind and through the  
deep valley. 

“I feel gutted” *

* When Trail Run Mag photographer Lyndon Marceau along with  
readers Joe Ward and Jacob Najjar (pictured), returned to the bridge  
in late September, a large hole had appeared in the bridge posing some 
cause for concern. However, the structural integrity of the bridge was  
intact with clear and safe running lines (on the wooden wheel paths). 
As with any dangerous feature found on many trail run event courses, 
adequate marking and barriers would, TRM believes, make the bridge 
runnable and cause no significant risk to trail runners used to having  
to mind their step while running.

“[The run is] our only  
fundraiser we do, because  
it’s such a good income…  
We want the run back,  
the runners want the run;  
it just ticks all of the boxes,  
unfortunately not  
Council’s boxes.”
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HOLD ON

New reLeaSe  > tNF100 DocumeNtary

THE NORTH FACE 100 IS NOT ALL ABOUT 

ELITE RUNNERS, IN FACT ITS HEART  

AND SOUL AS AN EVENT CAN BE FOUND  

IN THE MIDDLE AND BACK PACK,  

WHERE YOU’LL FIND ORDINARY  

PEOPLE ACHIEVING EXTRAORDINARY 

THINGS ACCORDING TO  

A NEW ULTRA DOCUMENTARY. 

Why would anyone want to run 100 kilometres through some  
of Australia’s toughest mountain terrain?

The newly released documentary  ‘100 Reasons: Running The North 
Face 100’  aims to find out as it follows six ordinary people – mostly non 
runners – attempting to change their lives by running 100km through 
New South wales’ iconic Blue Mountain wilderness in under 24 hours. 

Each competitor has their own story to tell with very personal  
motivations: beating depression and obesity; forgetting about  
an embattled business and a first attempt failure; proving that if he 
can do this, the father of a Downs Syndrome child can do anything 
for his son; beating sleep apnoea... 

Then there’s the ex-boxer battling a broken body and, of course, 
the elites pounding out finish times viewers will hardly believe are 
humanly possible over such distances. 

In the pack of the more than one thousand competitors who take  
on The North Face 100 challenge every year, there are more than 
100 reasons as to why they run it. 

“We wanted to get under the skin of what drives so many people to want 
to put themselves through the torture of running 100km non-stop,” 
says co-director/producer and renowned ultra runner, Lisa Tamati,  
who teamed up with Trail Run Mag editor, Chris Ord, to make the film. 

“We were fascinated by the fact that most competitors in The North 
Face 100 are not your expected elite runners; most of them are  
people with normal lives and not necessarily of running stock,”  
said Tamati.  “We delved into the competitor list and found that 
many were running as part of a healing or redemption process or  
to overcome personal demons. The result was usually life-changing.

“And while many people turn to sport or physical challenges when 
facing mid life crises, we discovered that there was something special 
about ultra running that was particularly cathartic for our subjects 
– they changed their lives in very powerful ways through the unique 
journey that running long distances through wild and tough land-
scapes demands of people. It’s a brutal journey to document but  
in the end a beautiful journey to follow as a storyteller,” adds Chris.

The DVD is available to purchase from

 www.trailrunmag.com/shop/100-reasons

www.trailrunmag.com/shop
http://www.spartanrace.com.au
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While trail running continues to  
explode (witness the newly-crowded  

trail event calendar on both sides  
of the Tasman), there are some events  

and people who have been  
around, loving the dirty run, for longer  

than most. Meet Reggie Splatt,  
a legend of mountain running,  

and his beloved Bright Alpine Run.

Words > Hanny Allston  *  Images > Graham Hammond

shining
BRIGHT
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To run as part of the Bright Alpine Climb is to run amongst history, 
world champions, local legends and everyone else who is abnormally 
normal when it comes to singletrack fever.  Yet, this four day 
mountain running event in the Victorian Alps is so low key that the 
event website has not changed since the 90s, snail-mail entries can  
still be submitted and the start and finish are just lines drawn in the 
alpine soils.  Run the event and you can be guaranteed to run it again.

This November, while everyone else was focused on a famous horse 
race at Flemington, some focused their attention elsewhere, namely 
on the 33rd running of the Bright Alpine Climb.  Historically, the 
event was begun by the Bright Chamber of Commerce to get runners 
and walkers to view the scenic beauty of the local area.  The first year 
had athletes climbing Mt Porepunkah, Mt Feathertop, Mt Buffalo,  
Mt Hotham and concluding on Mt Bogong.  

Thankfully, for those of us less durable than Reggie, in 1981  
Mt Bogong was dropped and it became known as the Four Peaks.   

Over the years, fires and new tracks have altered the courses and 
selection of mountains, but today athletes who participate in the event  
can enjoy four amazing days of mountain running up the flanks of 
Mt Mystic, Mt Feathertop, Mt Hotham and Mt Buffalo. Four days, 
52km of racing, more than 4000 metres of ascent. Wheeze… 
huff…puff…yeah!

Reggie Splatt and his wife Elaine were involved from the very beginning.  
During the earlier years, Reggie would climb each mountain twice 
during the week of the event – once to check the course and then again 
as part of the race, laying down race records that would stand for 23 
years.  Although Reggie stepped back from organizing the event in 
2010 to look after Elaine who became terminally ill, he still supports 
the event’s new organisers, the Traralgon Harriers Running Club,  
by providing his handmade trophies created from local timber.  

“It is now getting hard to find the wood in the paddock.  We thought 
we would just do it for one year, then two…five…ten…twenty…thirty…  

These are the words of the founder and ongoing driver of the Bright  
Alpine Climb, a Victorian trail run institution. The memorabilia  
and trophies on the wall and the athletic figure speak just as loudly.  

Reggie Splat.Inspiration is his second name. Mountain Goat his third.  

As I listen to Reggie’s stories unfold, all I can think of is:  
future competitors… be frightened.

And now we are pushing 35 years. That’s a lot of trees!” says Reggie.

However, it is not just the winners that have been acknowledged by 
Reggie and Elaine.  Wind, rain, sunshine and snow, Elaine would sit 
sheltered by the Mt Buffalo Chalet at the conclusion of the race and 
meticulously write handwritten certificates to every single competitor.  

“No one ever left without the presentations.”

Weeks later over 200 athletes would open their mailboxes to  
also find a long, personalised, handwritten letter from Reggie 
thanking them for their attendance.

“Oh yeah, all those letters. Everyone got one. If everyone ran  
their guts out then they deserved to be congratulated. It was only 
150 to 200 letters each year.”

Over the years many elite athletes have used the race as a training 
ground for their international competitions but although they  
are present, they are not the focus and are never on show.  

“I am 82 and I still don’t sit down.  
After six hours of exercise I might begin to eat –  

enormously healthily of course. I used to run  
from Hotham to Falls and back on no food.  

You see, pain and discomfort doesn’t bother me.” 
– Reggie Splatt

Splat.Inspiration


“See, Paul Crake, five-time Empire State Building champion and 
one of the fastest men in the world, turned up out-of-the-blue one 
day and said, ‘Where is the start line?’  I turned to him, pointed at 
the ground and said, ‘That bit of bark there.’  He loved it so much 
that he just kept coming back.”

The $20 four-day entry, $10 single entry, and staggered start 
(walkers depart from 7am and runners from 8am) ensure that the 
event maintains a healthy, informal atmosphere.  Even in 2012 with 
international orienteering champions, Australia’s best mountain 
runners, and athletes who have run the event every single year since 
its conception, the event maintained its low profile.  There are no 
results posted at the end of each day and you don’t know how you 
are going until you brave up to the start line the following morning.  

Reggie explains, “No one starts together and no one knows  
where anyone is on the mountain. So everyone just has to run  
for the love of it.”

“It was the participants that made us keep going.  They are just 
brilliant!  I can’t think of even one person who was annoying…  
oh actually there were two Germans but they were just pains in the 
arse and I got rid of them pretty quickly.”

Reggie grins cheekily.  Whilst he gives no secrets away about how best 
to conquer the mountains, he goes on to describe his current training 
regime of cycling over 250km in the mountains every week. Eventually 
the conversation comes back to the event and its overall organisation.

“I wouldn’t change anything about the event.  People obviously love 
it and if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”
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Talking to competitors at this year’s event, this appears to be the 
general consensus. However, no agreement is ever reached over which  
mountain is the ‘best’.  Whilst some runners have travelled from as 
far as Queensland and Hobart to participate in all four days, others 
have driven from Gippsland just to run Mt Buffalo with its craggy 
summit and curving rock slabs. 

“I love day one. Mt Mystic is tough as we raced up and down. You want  
to go hard, you end up racing it hard, but you regret it the next day,”  
says one competitor.

“I never miss Mt Feathertop.  My legs have aged too much to do all 
four days but somehow Mt Feathertop on day two is never a struggle.  
Standing on that summit with the elation given off by other athletes is 
something I can’t do without.,” says another competitor, 62 years old.

“My 13 year-old daughter ran and walked Mt Buffalo on the last day 
of the 2011 event.  This year she was adamant she would complete all 
four days,” says a competitor and father.

“Mt Hotham on day  three is remarkable,” says a 54 year old age group 
winner. “The mix of steep walls, sharp ridgelines and finishing on  
the Razorback where you can see back to Mt Feathertop is exhilarating.”

This year the event attracted over 200 competitors with Robin 
Rishworth taking out the King of the Mountain and your author 
[Hanny Allston] winning the Queen of the Mountain after a close 
battle with Australian mountain runner, Vanessa Harvard.  

Despite the brutality and beauty currently attracting small fields, this event  
has the potential to become one of the signature Australian trail runs.   
When asked if he would like to see this occur, Reggie looks delighted. 



“Of course I am not involved in the organizing these days so it is 
not my decision, but absolutely!  I think it is marvelous!  The area 
would never cope with thousands of runners but it does deserve to 
be appreciated by as many as possible.”

As Reggie infers, the preservation of the tracks is critical to the 
event’s longevity.  Some years the tracks have been heavily overgrown, 
especially in the early years after the devastating bushfires that ravaged 
the area in 2003.  Thanks to the efforts of Parks Victoria, this year 
the tracks were in near perfect condition, assisting athletes to record 
fast ascent times.  However, perhaps the biggest challenges the 
organisers face are adverse weather and exposure on the summits, with 
some years experiencing fog, snow and flooding rains.  Thankfully, 
2012 brought clear skis and warm weather. 

Looking around at the presentations this year, runners sprawled on 
the grass in front of Mt Buffalo chalet and Reggie’s unique trophies 
standing proudly on a table next to the BBQ, it feels like time has 
never passed.  We are here as a part of a rich history with Reggie’s 
authority a familiar blanket of comfort.  

Reggie, you say that you are an arrogant old bugger and that you 
don’t have any friends, but here in the mountains people stick with 
you through thick and thin.  As you say, they just come, and come 
and come, the core of fabulous volunteers and those who like to run 
mountains in your name *
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TNF-sponsored trail runner Hanny Allston has her own run  
operation dubbed Find Your Feet, which operates trail tours  
and trail specific technique and performance sessions.  
She hosts an annual trail trip to the Bright Four Peaks. 
www.findyourfeet.com.au

The Bright Four Peaks happens every year in November.

www.brightvic.com/alpineclimb

www.findyourfeet.com.au
www.brightvic.com/alpineclimb
http://www.runningwildnz.com/wild-tours/tots/
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K n o c k i n g  o f f  A u s t r a l i a’s  5 3 3 0 k m  B i c e n t e n n i a l  N a t i o n a l  Tr a i l ? 
N o t  e n o u g h  f o r  R i c h  B o w l e s .  N o ,  b a r e l y  u n l a c e d  a n d  

u n p a c k e d  h e  w a s  a l r e a d y  e y e i n g  o f f  a n  e q u a l l y  g r a n d  t r a i l 
p r i z e  a c r o s s  t h e  Ta s m a n :  t h e  f r e s h l y  m i n t e d  Te  A r a r o a  

t r a i l  f r o m  t h e  t o p  t o  b o t t o m  o f  N e w  Ze a l a n d .  I t  w a s n’ t  l o n g 
b e fo re  h e  h a d  t h e  c a m p e r va n  s o r t e d  a n d  wa s  o n  t h e  h o o f  a g a i n … 

b u t  t h i s  t i m e  m i s s i n g  a  k e y  i n g r e d i e n t  i n  h i s  A u s s i e  
s u c c e s s :  h i s  p a r t n e r,  V i c k i e .  H e r e’s  h e r  v i e w  f r o m  o f f - t r a i l …

Te  A r a r o a

Words > Vickie Saunders  *  Images > courtesy Richard Bowles
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To go from spending every day together, to being apart while 
Rich runs a tougher trail with a higher daily average sounded 
tough but doable. But five weeks in with him there in New 
Zealand and me back in Australia, and that achy feeling inside  
is constant, a mixture of anxiety about his safety, and just missing 
him a stupid amount. People keep commenting on how strong 
we must be, as individuals and as a couple, to be apart for two 
months and in such unusual circumstances; they assume we’re 
coping well. Honestly? No. We hate it, we want to be together, 
but, we can’t right now. I have a job and so does he (though his  
is a little more interesting than mine). So, we just accept it,  
make the most of Skype and Facebook, and each try to get on  
with living each day to the fullest. So for those who think we’re 
strong, no, we’re not. Stupid? Yep, a little, because we had no 
idea how hard this would be.

Ever get the feeling that there are greater forces at work? These two 
projects have been a lesson in and a test of faith for Rich and I.  
Not so much of the religious kind, more of the earthly and inner 
kind. Maybe they’re one and the same. We had to have faith in 
people (each other and those around us), faith in nature, and  
faith that everything is going to be okay. It really is. And even when  
we thought it had all gone to the dogs, actually, it really was okay.  
Faith in each other has been so important, Rich needed to trust 
that I would be at the end of each day on the BNT and not driving 
back to Melbourne in an exasperated, stressed out hissy fit  
(of which there were several, but no return trips to Melbourne, 
well almost, about five times).

Do you know the difference between a support crew and a slave?  
A slave is smart enough to try escaping once in a while.  
There were days on the BNT where I literally didn’t get out of 
my pyjamas until mid-afternoon as it was all about Richard. 
Getting his breakfast ready, packing his gear for the day, driving, 
sometimes up to nine hours, around to that day’s finish point, 
getting lost, getting flat tyres, all the fun stuff that goes hand in 
hand with these cross country linear projects, and pretty quickly  
I shifted my thinking to this new way of living. For that time,  
I existed to support Rich, and don’t get me wrong we had a lot  
of fun. We spent every day together on the BNT.

Two months before he finished running the 5,330km Bicentennial 
National Trail, Richard Bowles had a crisis. We were laying in bed 
in our support vehicle/motorhome, parked for the night in a cow 
paddock, somewhere in the middle of nowhere in the hot dustbowl 
that is Queensland. His voice quiet and uncertain, Rich asked me: 
“What the hell am I going to do when I finish this run?” 

Running almost every day for five and a half months would lead 
most (insert ‘normal’ here) people to the obvious conclusion of 
rest and lots of it, and my suggestion of “Um, maybe get a job,” 
seemed to fall on deaf ears. He wasn’t having a life crisis, he knew 
exactly what he wanted to do next, in principal. The only question 
was where? I mean, what do you do when you’ve just run the world’s 
longest marked trail? If your name is Richard Bowles, and you’ve 
somehow managed to rope your girlfriend into another nutso  
plan, then you head to New Zealand to run an even tougher trail. 

Enter stage left: the 3054km Te Araroa Trail, spanning the 
length of New Zealand and all her volcanic beauty.

I’m still not sure how Rich convinced me this was a good idea, but 
I’ll support him to the edge of the earth which, given the way he’s 
going, doesn’t sound like an unachievable distance. And I know 
he’d do the same for me, but I have no long distance goals above 
100km so he’s off the hook on that one. In fact, the one time he 
crewed for me, at my potential breaking point at 80km, when I  
begged him to let me quit, I got a “Suck it up princess” and slap 
on the bum, but it worked…had he been all cuddles and sympathy 
I would never have left that aid station.

I’m so glad to have experienced that before becoming Richard’s 
support crew, every day for almost six months. It illustrated so 
perfectly that at times I would need to detach with love from Rich 
and not mummy him, to let him feel pain, exhaustion, emotional 
and physical fatigue, and know that it needed to be part of his 
adventure. There were so many days where at 7am, as he was about 
ready to leave, I wanted to tell him to take the day off. He was tired, 
I was tired, and I couldn’t imagine anything worse than going and 
running a marathon having done just that for days and weeks on 
end, but it was always his choice each day and all I could do was make 
sure I was there at the other end, with a hug, some food, and a smile 
(even if it was covering up all my fears and concerns for him). 
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It’s not that he’s cut his thumb open that gets me. It’s that it could 
have been worse. I hate being so far away, so helpless, and still 
having to ignore my own needs to some extent and just tell him 
how great he’s doing and to keep going, when all I want him to 
do is stop risking his life and come home. But I can never say that 
to him, and if I’m honest with myself I wouldn’t really want that. 
This is in his heart and to have a dream is something many people 
crave, but to have that dream and be able to live it, is something 
incredible, life changing and food for the soul. 

Five weeks in and Rich is going strong. But the trail has taken her 
toll on him. He’s getting skinny, despite being someone who can eat 
massive amounts and does on a daily basis, the weight’s just dropping 
off. 50km on any normal trail or road wouldn’t do this; it’s the 
terrain, the steep technical climbs, the boggy trail underfoot,  
and the sometimes knee deep mud that grinds running to a halt 
and only allows for painfully slow trudging, for hours on end.

The humble support crew actually have a lot of fun. It’s a privilege 
to have someone entrust their goals and dreams with you and it’s 
exciting to be privy to the behind the scenes stuff, the other part  
of the adventure, the sleepless nights spent mapping, remapping 
and then laying awake worrying that it’s all going to go wrong, trying 
to dry wet gear in a cold campervan, tending to wounds, driving 
around on gravel roads on mountainsides desperately trying  
to get mobile phone reception to find out about the river levels  
in tomorrows section. The fun is endless, and so are the rewards. 

Now in another country, I’m still supporting Rich, but it’s my 
Dad, Jon, who is the hero in all this. He jumped on board last 
minute, barely a week before the Run Te Araroa project started. 
We’d spent two months interviewing potential support crews, with 
a simple criteria of qualified masseur (daily treatment would be the 
key to running 50km each and every day), male, with half a brain, 
and we’d found a candidate, only as time got nearer, Rich and I 
both admitted that our gut feel about him wasn’t quite right so with 
two weeks until striking foot on earth at the top of New Zealand, 
we let him go. We knew the right person would appear. And he 
did. My chain smoking, nomadic, boardshort-wearing Dad, who 
incidentally hates cold weather, getting up early, having a routine. 
And he made it clear that massages were not going to be on offer. 

Sitting at my desk, I try to get on with work, not an easy task when 
I know Rich is running along the rim of an active volcano…part 
of me is worried, and part of me just can’t wait to see the photos. 
I click on SPOT tracker and see that he’s halfway up. When we 
talk later that night he tells me, in between muffled chewing 
noises as he devours homemade hamburgers (thanks Dad), that 
he took a tumble and has brought some black shards of rock as a 
souvenir, currently embedded in his thumb. It’s times like this 
where my motherly Detol instincts fire up and I want to get on 
the next Air NZ flight to plunge that thumb into a tub of warm 
water and antiseptic accompanied by sympathetic cooing, and 
probably too many band aids. 



The rewards for the runner are insane, they’d have to be, or no 
one, save a few nihilistic sadists, would do this stuff. It hurts, 
it’s exhausting, it’s scary, it breaks your body, it gives you nose 
bleeds, it’s dangerous, it isolates you from your family and most 
of society, it catches you out when you think you’re going to have 
an easyish day and the trail disappears into a rocky scramble fest 
on steep mountains and the weather turns mean. It punishes you. 
But you choose it. And you love it. It’s the sickest relationship, 
but possibly the most beautiful one you’ll ever have; between  
you and something indescribably wonderful. 

Once a support crew always a support crew? Nah. Last night I ran 
45km. I haven’t run more than 11k all year, but I wanted to feel 
something of what Rich is feeling. In a strange way I thought it might 
help me feel closer to him. It did and his enduring commitment 
to these super-ultra runs really kept me focussed and motivated. 
However, my back started hurting, so I stopped and went home. 
The next morning I slept in until ten am, cooked pancakes and 
bacon and then recovered all day. I might even recover some  
more tomorrow and maybe jog on Tuesday night. Or maybe not. 
But no way could I do what Rich does day in day out. I don’t get it. 
I really don’t. Maybe Rich doesn’t either. The more I know about 
him, the less I understand why he does this stuff. It’s not for the 
glory, it’s not an ego thing, so what is it? 

Trail running is tough, gnarly and gutsy. Yes, it brings out some 
powerful emotions, but we like to think of ourselves as resilient 
and unbreakable. But if you ever have the opportunity to be 
involved in a multi-day event, more than a week or two, you may 
just experience the softer, more fragile and sensitive sides of a 
trail-runner. Tears? Yes, of course. Soul searching? Without a 
doubt. Fear? Daily. Love? I like to think so. The very trail that 
spits out a beaten up and vulnerable human at the end of a day’s 
trudging, in time gives that very same human an inner and outer 
strength that makes it all worthwhile. 

That crazy man, my boyfriend, who goes out and pushes his body to 
near its limits and toughs out the most horrific weather and terrain, 
tells me that what he struggles with the most on Te Araroa is that  
I’m not there to give him a cuddle when he crawls back into the van  
at night. With this distance between us we’ve both admitted it feels  
like we’re falling more in love. But that’s where the romance ends  
over there on the Te Araroa.  At the end of each day’s run, Rich  

is now greeted by my intrepid Dad, cigarette in hand, and I don’t 
think either of them has felt the need to embrace. Not yet anyway.

Distance and increasingly fond hearts aside, these adventures 
we share open up the world to us, and with open minds we can 
experience the very best in life. Beautiful people, beautiful trails, 
beautiful heartache and rewards beyond our wildest dreams.

There’s a level of acceptance and a certain amount of faith that 
makes it all bearable. My head lets me imagine all sorts of horrible, 
tragic and entirely possible outcomes, and when I sneak a look  
at the SPOT tracker mid-morning when I should be working,  
I have to remain calm when I see that the location marker has been 
in the same spot for over an hour, and three possible scenarios 
instantly spring to mind. He’s injured but not enough to press 
the emergency button; he’s stopped to chat; or he’s dead (and for 
obvious reasons can’t press the emergency button). Welcome to my 
headspace. I look around the office, everyone is quietly working 
away, and on the outside I look as calm as the Dalai Llama, on the 
inside, my mind is a flipped-out drag-queen on cocaine, screaming 
and running around in crazy circles in abject panic! 

I look back at my computer screen, and notice a new email.  
He’s pressed the ‘I’m OK’ button on his SPOT tracker.  
The drag queen in my head walks away calmly, and I remember 
that breathing is a good idea. 

I know that all sounds a little crazy (you think?), but the reality is, 
Rich is running a trail that other people walk with caution.  
Just a few days ago I received an email from someone who has  
been keenly following Rich’s run, and had actually driven out  
to the trail armed with hot chicken pies to meet Rich and Dad.  
Tony sent me an email afterwards telling me Rich was looking 
great, especially after his face-first tumble down a 20 metre 
mountain ledge in the Tauraras Ranges, of which he’d been 
airborne for most of the fall and then tumbled along until he 
crashed into a heap. Then he got up and kept running. 

I have good reason to worry I think. And if that’s not enough, 
Rich ran around the edge of an active volcano, which erupted 
violently less than two weeks after his crossing. People die in New 
Zealand every year out on the trails; avalanches; river drownings; 
cliff falls and other adventurous accidents. It’s a dangerous game 
he plays, and there is no guarantee that he’ll always come out alive.
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over 17km, and then it was just tangled tree roots tripping me 
up for the next 5km. Oh, man it’s tough. And then I get these 
views,” his tone starts to brighten. “And I’m suddenly looking  
out onto this postcard view, and I wish you were here to see it.”  

My tears turn to giggles and I realise he’s a nutcase. In the same 
breath he tells me the trail that breaks him rewards him, and he 
seems to have forgotten the pain. 

I’m pretty certain that if the Te Araroa was a woman she’d be  
in 6-inch spike stilettos brandishing a whip and a seriously  
wicked grin. She’d be his 50 Shades of Grey. Chrissy Hines, 
Divinyls goddess, is this the fine line you were singing about?  
He did it once, now he’s doing it again…and again? 

If you are anything like Rich, all of this has not put you off the idea 
of your own long distance adventure, so why isn’t everyone doing 
epically long runs? Maybe you don’t want to? That’s my reason. 
Maybe you want to but can’t see how it’s possible because you can’t 
take time off work, or fund it, or convince your other half to join 
you as support crew, or all of the above. If Rich and I have learned 
one thing (though I like to think we’ve learnt more than one), it’s 
that if you want something, don’t get caught up worrying about the 
in-between steps that you think stand in your way, just keep your goal 
clear in your mind and start chipping away and working towards it. 

Faith and sweat are a pretty fierce combination. Mix with dirt  
and the odd tear and you have a certain kind of alchemy *
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It’s 5pm on a Thursday, time to face peak hour traffic, with the 
reward of a phone call to Rich until reception cuts out about 
halfway along Eastlink Freeway. I dial the stupidly long pin into 
my mobile which gives me slightly cheaper calls, and feel my chest 
tighten up in anticipation of my call going straight to voicemail  
as it so often does. The ringtone starts and I know Rich has phone 
reception. The voice that answers is tired but feigning enthusiasm, 
and I get a crackly sounding “Hey babe! How are ya?” 

How am I? I am fine, I’m not the one hurtling myself up and 
down mountains, but thanks for asking. How are you Rich?  
Is it awesome? Are you ok? Is it tougher than the BNT?  
These are my typical questions but today’s response was not 
typical. He goes quiet for a moment, and then it all comes out. 

“I’ve been crying. A lot. It’s really beating me up babe.” 

It is so hard to merge onto the Eastern Freeway with tears 
streaming down my face. I’ve seen Rich push his body beyond 
normal limits so many times, but this breaks me up inside.  
I’ve never seen him overwhelmed by anything and these tears  
of his are coming from somewhere much deeper than the 
superficial wounds the trail is inflicting upon him. 

His words leave me unable to string a sentence together, he’s 
caught me off guard, but luckily he’s so busy talking that he doesn’t  
notice my own sniffling. He bangs on about this bastard trail: 
“Yesterday, I had knee-deep mud that slowed me to about 2km/h, 

http://www.montane.com.au
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“Where is it?” I was panicking.  

“I can’t find my round ball of electric energy!  I’m sure I brought it.   
How am I going to race without it?  Oh, no…”  

I felt around the bed in the dark, lifting up the covers, getting agitated.  
My heart was racing.  Getting up, I paced the room,  

unwilling to wake my husband.  I tried to calm my racing heart.   
Where could it be?  What was I going to do?   

Had I left it at home?  What would I do without…without…

Hang on. What in the world was a round ball of electric energy?

It dawned on me: it was one o’clock in the morning  
and the inaugural Surfcoast Century  

ultra marathon was just a few hours away.   
And there was no such thing as a round ball of electric energy.
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I climbed back into bed, checked the clock again (1:03) and tried to sleep.   
As with every night before a big race, I woke every hour, checking the  
time, making sure I wouldn’t miss the start. A lot was riding on this, the  
longest race I’d ever tackled and the first event I’d tackle as part of a team.  

Sometimes an experience changes you so profoundly that to describe 
it requires a deeper truth than we usually tell.  It would be easy to 
use clichés to tell this story, but to tell the truth?  That is far more 
difficult.  To do it with integrity, I have to start at the beginning.

Four years earlier, my husband and I, along with our two young children,  
returned to Australia from a six-year secondment in Hong Kong.  
The children were two and four then.  In Hong Kong, I was one person 
– a successful coach, author, radio personality. In Australia, I had to 
become someone else, someone that didn’t fit who I was inside. The usual 
challenges of being a parent to young children were magnified because my 
husband had changed his working circumstances, and I had never before 
parented without domestic help. I didn’t know the basics: how to cook, 
how to clean, where to shop. Even driving, after six years of taxis, was a 
challenge.  I didn’t know how to run a large, suburban house, and the 
longing for the countryside of Hong Kong had me in tears many days. 
Bad times; bad thoughts; loneliness; desperation: it was all those things 
and worse. They were dark nights for my soul. But I’d been through hard 
times before and I knew I would get through it. I just didn’t know how.

Two years in, I was discussing what to do with a psychologist, when the 
Salomon Trail Series appeared.  Trail running had arrived to save me.  
Those early races were my first breath of freedom in years. The drives 
to the start over rough terrain, up to the top of Mount Macedon, 
out to Silvan Reservoir, into the bush: these things I had never done 
before, and though they frightened me, they freed me. By the second 
year of the Trail Series, I was walking taller.  I cut my hair short.   
I was making friends.  I knew the way.

I published my second book.  And on that wave on energy, I began 
blogging, writing first about books, then about running, and then about 
the Salomon Trail Series.  People began to ‘follow’ me. A magazine 
editor had kind things to say of my writing, and encouraged me.   
Sometimes all you need is a single breath of wind in your sails.

It was just before the third outing of the trail run series when I wrote a 
message on Facebook, impulsively, not sure what I hoped would happen: 

“I‘m looking for three runners to form a team for the Surfcoast Century”.  

Scott Knabel, who had become known through his own ‘ultra quest’ 
journey, responded in minutes, Ben Clark shortly after. Dan Johnston  
was gently encouraged into the team and before we knew it Team 
Inspiration was formed to take on the 100km coastal trail run based 
out of the small seaside township of Anglesea.

Each of us had our own reasons for running.  Described by his doctor  
as morbidly obese, Scott (43) was determined to change his life 
through running and to inspire others while doing it.  Dan (37) 
and Ben (35) had recently returned to running after long absences 
stretching back to their school days. Both had found single track 
running a source of great pleasure.  Me (46, and the only woman  
on the team)? I was running to confirm that I had got my life back.
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My relay leg would be the first 21km along the beach from Anglesea to 
Torquay, with sand and coastal rocks.  Dan took the second leg, 28km 
of undulating gravel footpaths and narrow single track.  Ben drew the 
short (long) straw with the hardest leg at 28km including a steep up and 
downhill, and Scott would bring in the team with the final 23km leg run 
partially in the dark on all sorts of terrain.  

Trouble was, none of us had ever run as far as our respective race legs, 
and there wasn’t much time to train. I emailed race ambassador, Great 
Ocean Walk 100 ultra winner, Julian Spence, who came to my rescue 
with a training plan to increase from a prevailing maximum of 16km, 
to 18km, then 20km, and then to a taper run of 12km in the final week 
before the event.  I followed his advice, but added in a 22km run with a 
full backpack to make sure I could do it.  The soft sand down at Ricketts 
Point added an extra stability challenge – I used it to build confidence 
that I could cope with 21km of beach running.  My body held together, 
though I was more tired from training than ever before.  

That last restless night – when I didn’t find the round ball of electric 
energy – finally ended.  Race morning, my family and I drove to 
Anglesea.  To steady nerves, I stood alone by the river.  The morning 
mist was rising, the grass nearby damp with dew.  All was peace. I 
turned, and there were Scott, Dan and Ben.  Team Inspiration had 
arrived to set me off on the first leg of the inaugural Surfcoast Century.

Waiting on the beach for race start, I knew I was as prepared as I could 
be.  I looked around and marvelled: some of these runners would 
complete the 100km solo. 

When the race began, I bolted down the beach like a coiled spring 
released from tension; off too fast chasing down other competitors, 
running a 10km race pace.

Hitting the first section of coastal rocks, I pictured my adventure racing 
forays back in Hong Kong.  There, I’d swum in shoes, jumped off piers 
into the bay, travelled 15km with wet feet.  So I again ploughed into the 
water, skipping between slippery rocks, feeling the shock of cold all the 
way up my legs.  Feet wet, I smiled.

After the first set of stairs, I pulled the pace back, letting people pass, 
breathing more deeply.  The trail was easy, but slightly uphill.  When we 
descended to the beach again, I was relieved.  We’d turned around and 
looped back by the start, passing my family and my team, hands out and 
high-fives as I ran by, plunging into and across the tidal Anglesea river.  
From there, it felt like the race had truly begun.

The sun, low on the horizon, sent shooting pain into my eyes as it 
reflected on the wet sand.  I slipped on my sunglasses and was filled  
with sudden delight. The air was misty, and as far as I could see,  
runners stretched out in a long, thin line along the beach. Runners  
like me, alone but together, with backpacks and wet shoes, testing limits, 
in their own zones. We looked like the military, singled-minded in 
pursuit of this quest.

I ran to a soundtrack in my head, ‘Stronger’ by Kelly Clarkson:  

What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger,  
Stand a little taller,  
Doesn’t mean I’m lonely when I’m alone.   
What doesn’t kill you makes a fighter,  
Footsteps even lighter,  
Doesn’t mean I’m over cause you’re gone.

I sang the words as I clamboured up a rock face, following faster runners.  
When I got to the top, there was only me left to decide my way, to  
lead the way.  I leapt down from a too-high ledge, nailing the landing, 
focused on my knees, then sprinted off down the beach.  I hummed the 
words on Bells Beach, where I thrilled to the pounding surf, knowing 
that this reef was where all manner of famous surfers paddled off –  
I’d read about it, now here I was.  

I danced Kelly’s tune between fist-sized rocks that threatened my ankles, 
rocks that demanded respect. When I finally realised the coastal rocks 
weren’t going to be as hard as I’d expected, that the sand was nowhere 
near as soft as that trained upon, that my pack didn’t feel as heavy  
any more, I sang them with joy.  My PowerGels, my rocket fuel, which  
I sucked down earlier than planned, gave me wings.

I pretended my leg of the race was 22km instead of 21km. On the  
final ramp, I was filled with delight – my Garmin had misread the 
distance and I finished when it said 20.5km, still full of bounce.  

I high-fived Dan and we cheered him off down the trail, onto leg two.  
He looked determined, racing off into the distance, as I collapsed 
onto the ground to stretch.  My team and my family were there, and 
the energy drink went straight to my cramping feet and released them.  
Before I knew it, I had my shoes off, and was stretching my feet in  
the cool, damp grass.

Once cleaned up, we made our way out into the woods to see Dan at  
the checkpoint at the Ironbark Basin Picnic Area.  When he arrived,  
we cheered, but he was in obvious pain, lost in himself. He didn’t even see 
us, just grabbed a handful of lolly snakes and disappeared down the trail.  
My husband noted that this was Point Addis, the checkpoint where they  
had seen me at the 10km mark of my leg.  I wanted to see the beach again.   
We stood at the lookout, and my eyes filled as I looked up and down the 
coast.  Had I really just run there, down on those rocks, below those cliffs?  

We returned to the beach at Anglesea.  The kids and my husband played, 
while I stretched out long and flat, still in my running tights and a ski jacket, 
as the wind played around us.  Eyes half-open, I watched out for Adam 
Evans, the ‘Banzai Adventurer’, who I knew must be running in soon.  
His hat bobbed in the distance and leapt to my feet. I’d been following  
his race plans, so was thrilled to see him making it.  Racing across the 
beach, I gave him a big high-five, a well done.  He later told me that it 
made a difference; I wanted to tell him how wonderful it was to have a 
friend to support in this event, but I didn’t know how to put it into words.

We moved to the river to await Dan and send off Ben.  The joy of that  
race headquarters is still with me.  The brilliance of including a  
pizza place and a coffee truck cannot be overstated.  We sat on tiny,  
child-sized chairs and devoured that pizza, sucked down that coffee. 
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Smartwool apparel and socks available at retailers nationally.

Merino Wool - the most dependable fibre there is 
to keep you cool on the climb up, warm on the summit and 
comfortable on the descent. With wool, your body will simply 
work with greater efficiency. So, it doesn’t have to work as 
hard, keeping itself cool, dry, comfortable and odour-free.

Visit seatosummit.com or email 
smartwool@seatosummit.com.au

Where will the power of
SmartWool comfort

take you?

Kids jumped in the bouncy castle. Grown-ups milled around, 
reading texts from Dan, who was struggling with knee pain 
out on the trail. Ben juggled his two-year-old, bananas, and 
backpack as he waited for his run to begin.  His wife, super 
patient, supported him though several months pregnant.  
When Dan came in, he was smiling, the knee pain gone.  

“Nurofen!” he smiled, half guiltily knowing such anti-
inflammatories are now far from de riguer in ultras  
(although on a stretch of twenty or so kilometres, not overly 
dangerous). Ben bolted away, beginning his long run.

Back to the beach, we zonked and waited. An hour later, we 
dashed Scott to Moggs Creek, the 77 km point of the 100km 
quest. We waited, the atmosphere a combination of festivity, 
adrenalin and fear. Scott, having waited all day, finally began  
to get keyed up and made his way to the start of his leg.  
As Ben burst into sight, adrenalin levels shot up. The final leg.

While Scott ran we carbo-loaded for the next day’s shorter 
race (the Salomon Trail Series Race Race Four). Outside the 
Anglesea pasta restaurant, I saw a runner I knew limping  
by and ran to see him.  He’d aimed for the 100km solo  
but was devastated by a sprained ankle and had to stop at 
the halfway. I felt his pain – these great quests of ours don’t 
always end well first time.

Nearing dusk, we packed ourselves back off to the river. It had  
chilled and I was shivering. We’d arranged to meet Ben and Dan  
to await Scott. The kids danced about, singing and I huddled 
close to my team and husband and the finishline heat lamps. 
Scott sent text after text and we could feel him getting closer.   

We watched each bobbing head torch approach the finish,  
assessing the shape and deciding that no, that wasn’t him, again  
and again.  A buzz filled the air, electric, adrenalin, cheers as  
each person crossed through the finish arch, photos and delight,  
moments not to be forgotten, extraordinary moments of triumph.

Then Scott came, headlamp bobbing, his familiar stride recogniseable.  
We ran forward as one, Team Inspiration, cheering and shouting. 
We’d completed the 100km team relay in just under 12 hours.  

In the dark of that chilly night I watched the steam rise from  
Scott who had fulfilled his first ultra-quest, albeit not as an  
individual yet. Still, he had made it. We had all made it.

We began as strangers.  Then we did something extraordinary, 
boundary-changing, soul-shifting. Those boundaries, once  
stretched will never shrink back.

I set out to change my life, to leave behind the years between  
Hong Kong and now. As I stood there at the race finish,  
surrounded by these new friends, with my husband and  
kids cheering, I felt those four long years become history,  
a thing of the past.  I had turned the page. I had begun my new  
chapter, one that started with a taste for ultra trail running.

Patricia A Bowmer is a psychologist, life coach, author,  
mother-of-two, and adventure racer.  She has written two books:  
In Pursuit of Joy: Life Lessons from Exhilaration and Akilina:  
Out of the Woods.  Both are available from her website at  
www.patriciabowmer.com  and through Amazon.   
Follow her blog at www.patriciaabowmer.wordpress.com

www.patriciabowmer.com
www.patriciaabowmer.wordpress.com
sendto:smartwool@seatosummit.com.au
http://www.seatosummit.com
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technology for a while now, consisting of a high viscosity liquid 
cell pad structure that disperses force more evenly and differently 
according to the foot structure of each individual, while also 
providing some rebound. In the 8s, the two technologies have 
been combined into a singular unit. The all-in-one midsole still 
supplies plenty of lateral movement, fairly independent between 
front and back, allowing more zoned-in response to the terrain. 

Pick them up and despite their bulky(ish) visage (comparative 
to many trail offerings these days), you’ll be impressed with how 
light these shoes are. Given grams count on the long run, this 
sets the latest Cascadas up as a good long distance trail option 
designed to reduce foot fatigue: plenty of padding, lightweight 
and durable. The rock protector on the forefoot keeps sharp stuff 
at bay and the grip is up there with the best. 

8 5BRookS CaSCadIa 8> trail shoe reView

ThE FaCT ThaT ThE CaSCadIa  
IS InTo ITS EIghTh ModEl  
oUTIng ShoWS ThaT BRookS  
IS CoMFoRTaBlE WITh ThE  
‘WhEn yoU’RE onTo a good  
ThIng...STICk WITh IT’ STRaTEgy.

BROOKS CASCADIA 8

Great for >  
Traditional trail runners;  
technical, rocky, rooty trails

Not so great for >  
Trail feel, fat feet

Test conditions >  
mostly singletrail, soft to firm,  
some graded track, technical, rocky, 50km+

Tester >  
Chris Ord  

Tester mechanics >  
Nearly completed transition to mid- 
foot strike. Slight pronator. Very average  
feet that seem to have grown a half size  -  
must be the move to ultras.

RRP AU$239.95

Many may recall that the Brooks shoe boffins lost their way around the 
6’s (at least according to the commentator crowd - I actually found 
them okay) but regained a strong footing with the 7s. Here, in the next 
iteration, Brooks has simply reinforced the design positives of a shoe 
that takes the traditional (ie. non-minimalist) approach: a whacking 
great buffer of a sole with a decent cushioned heel, serious traction 
underfoot, and a super comfy upper to coddle the feet in.  

The first difference noted by Cascadia aficionados (they exist) will be 
their lightweight nature, surprising given the beefy look of the outer. 
Discarded is the two-part midsole (separate DNA inserts) and in their 
place a singlepiece ‘BioMoGo’ (basically a more environmentally 
friendly compound that breaks down 50 times more quickly than 
traditional EVA) and DNA cushioned midsole, shedding some grams 
in the process. DNA has been a well-received centrepiece Brooks 
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Lucky eights

The upper has been refreshed with a tight mesh that keeps the grit out but 
sheds water very well upon a dunking. The fit is snug but comfortable, well 
suited to the average foot but perhaps not to those with bigger slabs of meat. 

While not the big clogs that the Brooks Ghost or Adrenaline trail models 
are, the Cascadias still remain a protectionist bulldozer in that they roll 
over anything you can throw at them – rough and tumble technical, mud, 
rocks, roots. On test (limited to 50km due to timing) they simply glided 
over any singletrack I threw them along. If you want something with  
less mass, you may opt for the Brooks Puregrit model (untested as yet  
by Trail Run Mag). And while the shoe doesn’t match this edition’s Vivo 
barefoot stance - the trail feel is somewhat dull - it does measure up in  
the ‘love the earth stakes’: that is, it’s vegan-friendly (thank you Mr Jurek). 

www.brooksrunning.com.au

http://www.brooksrunning.com.au/footwear_details.php?id=110133-D-673


lET’S STaRT WITh ThE only REal PRoBlEM I had  
WITh ThE VIVoBaREFooT nEo TRaIlS:  

I dIdn’T WanT To TakE ThEM oFF onCE  
I FInIShEd dIShIng dIRT on TRaIl.  

noPE, Too CoMFy.  To ThE PoInT ThaT  
ThESE ShoES BECaME a SECond SkIn.  

a looSE SECond SkIn, gIVEn ThEy aRE WIdE  
In ThE ToEBox, So FaT FooTEd TRaIlTIES  

WIll loVE ThEM and ThE UPPER doES TEnd  
To STRETCh a lITTlE. ThoSE WITh ThIn  

PlankS May FInd ThEy SWIM a lITTlE UP FRonT. 
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But let’s look to the performance of the shoe. These are a true 
barefoot in that you are running on 0mm heel to toe drop.  
So Achilles be-trained. The tread is super aggressive, and fairly 
soft rubber meaning it grips incredibly well on pretty much any 
trail surface. The multidirectional ‘V’ lug tread pattern covers 
every directional force, while the thin 3mm rubber sole means 
your trail feel remains touchy, allowing quick response to terrain.  
The decent lugs do, however, protect the feet from most intrusions 
– it takes a pretty sharp rock before you notice any pummelling 
of the feet. In fact the lugs act to assist proprioception, pushing 
up ever so into the footbed, giving your foot a greater localised 
awareness of what’s happening below. My only pick-up on the tread  
was wear and tear – the lugs being slightly brittle and breakable 
after some hard going miles. 

The outer sole walls ride higher than many other minimalist 
offerings, ‘cupping’ up around the entire foot for brilliant 
protection, but moulded in a way that allows consistent,  
easy movement through the flex zones (mid foot and mid heel). 

The upper is water resistant with a strong beading effect.  
One downfall of these, however, is if you do get into the real  

VIVOBAREFOOT NEO TRAIL

Great for > Any trail, the more  
technical the better, minimalist, trail feel

 Not so great for >  
thin feet, delicate need- 
trampoline-cushioning-feet

Test conditions >  
mostly singletrail, soft to firm,  
some graded track, technical, rocky, 120km+

Tester > Chris Ord  

Tester mechanics >  
Nearly completed transition to mid-foot strike.  
Slight pronator. Very average feet that seem  
to have grown a half size  - must be the move to ultras.

RRP AU$169.95
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Viva la difference

wet – a serious downpour, puddle or river – they aren’t the  
best at draining and you do slop in your boots for some time. 

Back to the comfort and you’ll find a super smooth footbed  
and liner. Some prefer to take the liner out – either way I  
found these a silky choice, with or without sock, the latter not, 
however, escaping the pong factor. No fault of the shoe, perhaps. 

For those moving to a zero-drop minimalist offering, I’d suggest  
that these are a great choice, with a perfect balance between  
giving the confidence of protecting like a full-blown shoe,  
while also being light and supple enough to offer rich trail feel. 

The Neo Trail sit on the same trail shelf as the Merrell Trail  
Glove and NB Minimus, offering equally top end performance, 
but boosted by better grip for off road, better proprioception  
and a slightly roomier up front toe box fit. For this pundit, the  
Vivos have better, if slightly more conservative, styling (despite  
the blue) should you want to wear them off trail (like, to the pub). 

Oh, they are also vegan. Bonus. 

www.theiconic.com.au/vivobarefoot

http://www.theiconic.com.au/Neo-Trail-54671.html


IT’S ThE loVE ChIld oF a  
MInIMalIST hIPPIE and a  
BUlldozER-ToTIng REdnECk.  
IT MIxES ThE TREad lIghTly  
aPPRoaCh oF a FoREFooT  
STRIkER and WITh ThE  
PRoTECTIonIST PhIloSoPhIES  
oF a MUd MonSTER. 

The Vibram outsole performs as it looks – mightly aggressively. 
Sensational for downhills and up, they do sometimes feel slow  
because of the super traction: they aren’t fast racers. 

My only other quibble was the tongue gusset design. More traditional 
in nature, they can bunch on the side of the foot, and for me at least, 
created a painful pressure on one foot, exacerbated anytime I went 
downhill. It was disappointing as otherwise I would have packed these 
shoes for a multiday in Nepal where I thing they would have been a 
classy performer. Could have just been a one-off fault or perhaps my 
foot just has a quirk that invites pressure on that point. 

Otherwise, these were a surprise packet that I’d love to bring out as the  
big guns when the going gets rough and cold. Expedition runners moving  
at a slower pace through gutsier or totally off trail terrain will love these. 

www.saucony.com.au
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SaUCony xodUS 3.0

Great for > Seriously threatening, technical  
terrain, colder conditions, runners who like  
protectionism, adventure and expedition runners.

Not so great for >  
Serious minimalists, go-fast racers,  
mild conditions

Test conditions > Rough singletrail and snow.  
Note> this test was late in the publishing  
period and so only covered 45km.  

Tester > Chris Ord  

Tester mechanics >  
Nearly completed transition to mid-foot strike,  
lost the hip flexor and ITB problems,  
picked up a calf twitch every now and then  
but nothing my chiro/deep tissue masseuse/dry  
needler can’t sort out with some witch magic.  
Slight pronator. Very average feet that seem to  
have grown a half size  - must be the move to ultras. 

RRP  AU$259.95 /   NZ$299.90   

I expected to dislike these shoes on first glance, having been on 
the journey to lighter, more touchy, feely style shoes of late. But 
on trails around Mount Baw Baw, where the technical can amp up, 
and when the snow was abundant, I enjoyed the plushness. 

While the upside on test was that sense of ‘go anywhere’, run over 
anything, the downside was, for me, the Goretex. I’m not a fan of 
Goretex in trail running shoes – my foot overheats quickly and the 
breathable claim is rot. Sure your foot stays dry longer, but it’s only  
a matter of time before the wet stuff finds its way though that big  
hole in the top (the same one you put your foot in). May as well 
revel in the damp as part of the trail experience I say, the drainage 
factor of a shoe a much more important feature than the waterproof 
rating. That said, in ultra cold conditions, where you want warm 
toots, these would be ideal and the negative becomes a positive. 

Saucony’s Xodus 3.0 at first glance just don’t know what they are.  
The 4mm heel to toe drop says new age, but the beefed up  
chassis, including aggressive grip, thick cushioning and Goretex 
lining, says ‘we’re goin’ to battle boys, armour up!’

Yet somehow, if the trail territory demands it, this personality 
disorder-toting trail shoe somehow works. They’re fun to run in. 
They egg you on to take risks. Pummelling down a muddy, rocky 
slope, they imbue your head and heart and legs with a confidence  
that makes you believe you will stick each and every landing.  
The cushioning, if that’s your thing, is great, but you get the  
gift of rebound knowing you’re still commiting to that fore foot 
landing, demanded by the low profile heel-toe set up. And if  
you get lazy, and your heel comes back into play? No dramas,  
you’re piloting a pair of tanks, remember?

the X-Factor

SaUCony xodUS gTx 3.0  >  trail shoe reView

http://www.saucony.com.au/products/201621-black-yellow
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Some commentators have noted the rubber’s harder nature, 
lessening a smidge the grip given on wet, smooth rocky surfaces. 

The midsole is formed around what I would call a middle  
ground sizing – not wide, but not too thin either, making it a  
shoe that will appeal to most ‘average’ feet, if there is such a thing. 
The ride is a bit firmer than many other cushioned trail shoes,  
with less rebound but great trail feel. Having said that, I wore  
them over pretty tough terrain and found the protection offered 
more than a match for some brutal terrain. 

The upper has gone through a transformation from its inaugural 
model and Kinvara linage, supposedly increasing durability  
to address issues with the old upper that had problems with early  
wear and tear. Unfortunately the stiffer lighter plastic mesh 

9 1SaUCony PEREgRInE > trail shoe reView

loVE IS a FICklE ThIng and  
a WoRd BandIEd aBoUT  

WITh aBandon. BUT BElIEVE  
ME WhEn I TEll yoU I  

loVE ThESE TRaIl ShoES. 

SAUCONY PEREGRINE 2

Great for >  
Fred Astaire-type trail runners wanting quick,  
fluid movement with lots of control.  
Technical terrain.

Not so great for >  
Longevity - they degrade way too quickly.

Test conditions >  
All singletrack, rocky, rooty, technical,  
steep terrain, with a smidge  
of fire trail thrown in. 300km. 

Tester >  
Chris Ord  

Tester mechanics >  
Nearly completed transition to mid- 
foot strike. Slight pronator. Very average  
feet that seem to have grown a half size  -  
must be the move to ultras.

RRP $149.95 AUD / NZ$199.90 

For my money, they are a ‘little bit of fancy’ coat-hangered on serious structural 
integrity that delivers perfectly balanced performance on singletrack. 

Lightweight, they are like slippers on your feet, and perfect for the ‘on the 
way to minimalist’ runner, with a 4mm heel to toe drop meaning you need 
some decent strength and stretch in the calves and Achilles trained in  
before you fly with these puppies. 

The grip, based on a deep tread pattern with varied geometrics (all assumedly  
scientifically chosen for their hold the earth factor?), provides a vice-like 
hold on the dirty stuff beneath, as though talons from a bird of prey have 
gripped their game. Note the aggressive rear facing lugs on forefoot and front  
facing lugs on the outer rear, for those steep downhills. Seriously, these  
off some of the best grip on the market whether you are seeking the forward 
hold to toe off or sideways tension to stop you going over on a quick hairpin. 

9 0

Gives you wings

reinforced with plastic strips still didn’t hold strong enough,  
my pair starting to disintegrate after about 200km. Sure they  
took a beating on highly technical and rocky trails but for my  
liking it was still too early to be indicating imminent blowouts  
on each of the sidewalls. 

A huge pity, as I was swooning over the performance of these shoes. 
We all know love isn’t perfect. This little affair had the potential  
to be serious. Still, I’ll stick it out while the romance lasts;  
they’re just too good. As a fellow Peregrine 2 fan said to me: 
“They’re good enough and cheap enough that I’ll just keep buying 
another pair whenever they blow.”

www.saucony.com.au

http://www.saucony.com.au/products/201484-red-orange
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T r a i l 
P o r n

presents

L e f t >  Shona Stephenson showing  

off her singletrack style on the  

trails of the Royal National Park, NSW.

Photo > Michael Leadbetter

9 2

http://www.brooksrunning.com.au/


9 4 TRaIl PoRn >

Left > Susan Blundell jumping for joy during a reccie  

of the Speight’s West Coaster course, New Zealand. 

Photo by Total Sport > www.totalsport.co.nz

Right > Commonwealth Games marathoner  

Holly Rush (UK) ditches the bitumen and defects  

to the dirty side, taking on the 212km  

Manaslu Trail Race, Nepal, here coming off  

a run up towards Manaslu Base Camp.  

Photo by Richard Bull > www.manaslutrailrace.org

Presented by
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www.totalsport.co.nz
www.manaslutrailrace.org
http://www.brooksrunning.com.au/
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Left > When the trail turns to stone, maintain  

the pace - Kiwi Braden Currie on his way to  

smashing the coastal trail run leg of the Anaconda 

Adventure Race in Augusta, Western Australia.  

Photo by Jon Barter >  

www.anacondaadventurerace.com 

Right > Melbourne’s Andrew Dawson strides out 

among Hovsgol National Park’s sea of wild- 

flowers, running as part of the 100km Mongolia  

Sunrise to Sunset trail event (next year: 3-10 August). 

Photo by Darko Todorovic > www.MS2S.org 
TRaIl PoRn > 9 7

www.anacondaadventurerace.com
www.MS2S.org
http://www.brooksrunning.com.au/


The designers of Trail Run could design your ads. Something to ponder on your next 40k run.

www.the bird collective.com.au

& design.
kIck-Gss 
ads

who make
for the guys 

This is The 
ad

Like for insTance, This magazine.
     

9 8 TRaIl PoRn >

Top > Elina Ussher running as the expert  

guest for Total Sport’s Wild Weekend,  

a training camp for trailites in the  

awesome southern Waitakeres, NZ. 

Photo by Mead Norton >  

www.meadnorton.com 

Bottom > Running on ice:  

Roger Hanney and Team Born To Run  

crack into it in the Antarctic for  

their final 4Deserts multiday outing.   

Photo courtesy of Roger Hanney >  

www.borntorun.com.au

www.meadnorton.com
www.borntorun.com.au
http://www.thebirdcollective.com.au
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Or maybe that’s just the sweet waft of dirt not-long ground  
into the lugs of your trail shoes, which sit by the front door —  
a welcome reminder of the weekend’s mountain jaunt. 

But the blood screams for more. The legs are sore, yet they  
pine for a warm down. A warm up. A flat out blast along  
some winding, wet, wonderful singletrack. But where to go?  
Only got an hour (which you know can stretch to three).

Trail Mag has the answer(s). Here. In this guide. Each edition  
we’ll bring you step by step trail run guides, all within an hour  
of a major city or town in Australia or New Zealand, all  
between 5km and 30km, all worth zipping out to for a trail fix. 

We’ve also included some post-trail goodness ‘cause we’re  
human; we’re caffeine freaks too (strong latte – sometimes 
double espresso, but only on race days), and we love  
the smell of fresh eggs and bacon after pounding the paths.  
Welcome to the goodness guide.

T R a I l  G u I d e s
Yo u  k n o w  t h e y ’r e  t h e r e :  t h o s e  p r i s t i n e  t r a i l s .  

C l o s e .  N o t  f a r  f r o m  
y o u r  d o o r s t e p .  Yo u  c a n  s m e l l  t h e m … 

W i n  S a l o m o n  g e a r !
We need trail correspondents! If you think there’s a cracking trail  
the world needs to know about, go research it, write it up, shoot  
a photo and send it in. We do have a bit of a style going, so be sure to 
check out the guidelines and download the pro forma before you do at > 

www.trailrunmag.com/contribute

If your guide is chosen as the ‘Editor’s Pick’ of the issue, you’ll  
win some great Salomon Trail Gear. The best guide submitted  
to be published in Edition #8 (out March 2013) will receive  
an Agile 17 Hydro Pack (RRP $119), a stretch fit 17L beauty perfect  
for longer missions, plus a 1.5L Salomon bladder (RRP$59.99)  
and a 237mL Salomon soft flask (RRP$24.99).

So go running, get writing and start window shopping at >

www.salomon.com/au 

P R E S E N T S

www.trailrunmag.com/contribute
www.salomon.com/au
http://www.salomonrunning.com/au/
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R U n  I T  > 
From the Meikles Point Picnic Area, run up the stairs and leave the toilet 
block on your left. Head North on the 4WD track, soon going straight up the 
hill. After 750m and a sweet 85m climb, the track heads left toward Myers Rd 
and fades into a narrower trail.

Follow Myers Rd in front of you to Quarry Picnic Area. By now, your legs 
should have warmed up and you are ready for some good stuff.

From the Quarry Picnic Area, follow the Werribee Gorge Circuit Walk track 
for almost 4km, until you reach Needles Beach. Be sure to enjoy the landscape 
on the way and stop for the vertiginous views of the Werribee River  
and Gorge. This section includes a nice rocky climb, a long downhill to the 
river, and a short section of “cliff running”.

Cliff running: verb, action of running across a rock wall on a 1-foot  
wide edge without falling; much less scary than it sounds…

Needles Beach is the ‘get wet’ bit of the trail. You need to somehow make your 
way across to the other bank and find the entrance of the Ironbark Gorge. Come 
back on your steps for about 200m and make your way across the river. You have 
already checked the water levels with Parks Vic, so you just need to cross carefully. 

Now that you are wet and cold, you need to find the entry of the Ironbark Gorge. 
Walk upstream another 150m and the gorge will be here on your left. Don’t  
look for a track, there’s none; only a dry riverbed! Just make your way up the Iron-
bark Gorge for 1.5km, until you reach the Falcons Lookout Track. It is the only 
track you will come across, you can’t miss it! From here, follow the track to  
the left until you reach the Ironbark Gorge car park, just by an old trestle bridge.

Head left along the dirt road for 450m until you reach a 4WD track branching 
Northeast to the left. Follow the track, which will soon disappear into a  
rocky single trail. Stop at the Western Bluff lookout; from there you overlook  
the all gorge and can see Melbourne’s skyscrapers if the day is nice. 

Keep going downhill until the track reaches the top of a shear cliff wall, with 
amazing views of the river directly below. Tumble down the last bit of track on 
your right until you reach the river again. Cross the river again on big stepping-
stones until you join back the Werribee Gorge Circuit Walk on the other side.

From here, follow the track downstream to a small overhanging cliff.  
Simply follow the hand-line cables and cross the small bluff above water level.

You are on the home straight; run along the disaffected 1928 aqueduct until  
you reach Myers Rd and Meikles Point Picnic Area finish.

T R a I l  T I P S  > 

n E a R By  ToW n /C I T y  >  
Bacchus Marsh 14km, Melbourne 65Km

ExaCT loCaTIon > Meikles Point Picnic Area

ToTal RoUTE dISTanCE > 11.50Km

ToTal aSCEnT/dESCEnT > 730m/730m

TIME To RUn > 1.5 to 2.5hr,  
depending on how much you enjoy the views… 

TyPE oF TRaIl >  
Circuit, anticlockwise from Meikles Point car park

dIFFICUlTy >  
Middling to hard, because of the route-finding bits…

dEFInIng ChaRaCTERISTICS >  
Some steep climbs and downhill, deep-ish creek 
crossings, beautiful shear cliffs, a nice route  
section on a dry creek bed. You will need a pinch  
of navigation skills or a good GPS. Amazing views…

M a P S  >  Werribee Gorge State Park (Parks Victoria);  
Daywalks Around Melbourne  
by Glen Tempest (OSP Editions) 

R I V E R  C o n d I T I o n  >  Check the river  
levels with Parks Victoria before heading off.

WERRIBEE goRgE, VICToRIa  >  Your Guide >  Olivier Caire  *  Images: Olivier Caire + Rohan Edmond-Wilson

WeRRIBee GoRGe

P oST RUn goodnESS >

Your best pick location for an after run  
goodness is Bacchus Marsh, a short  
10km from the end of your run.  
The Little Lucky Café has great food  
and coffee in a very cozy setting.  
Another Bacchus Marsh favorite is the  
Baby Black Espresso Bar; an eclectic  
little venue in a 1866 heritage building.

http://www.salomonrunning.com/au/
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WaTeRfall WoRld

Presented by

R U n  I T  > 

Starting from Numinbah Hall, cross the road and follow the Great 
Walk signposts into the forest. There are trails that head off in three 
directions. You want the middle one. When you get a choice to  
head in the direction of the road or uphill, you want to go uphill.

Follow a short section of singletrack to a junction. Take a left  
and follow the firetrail for 750m until the track does a 90-degree 
right hand turn. Follow it.

Not far on is an intersection. For the long loop continue straight 
and follow the firetrail up the hill until it crosses Chesters Rd  
(unsealed, you can’t miss it). 

At Chesters Rd, cross at the step-through gates and continue  
up the hill for another few hundred metres. From the summit,  
the next 1.5km is all downhill – some of this section is steep and 
slippery (in both the dry and wet), so you’ll watch your footing.

At the bottom of the descent you come to a T-junction. Take a left  
(the track heading right is gated). Follow on for about a kilometre  
(you’ll get to cross Waterfall Creek a couple of times in this  
section) until you get to a track junction with a track on your  
left heading west and steeply uphill. Continue on your current  
heading on the flat. Not much further on from this junction: 
again, continue on the flat.

At just over 7km is a junction where you can continue straight  
or take a left and follow the narrower doubletrack west. Take the 
left hand turn. The doubletrack soon turns to singletrack, and 
takes you steadily uphill. You should now be heading south-west. 
At the top of the singletrack section you will come out at a firetrail 
that heads both up and downhill. For this run you want to turn  
left and follow the firetrail uphill.

Once you reach the summit and begin descending, you will be  
following the main trail (ignore any trail off to the left) until  
you reach a T-intersection, at which you take a right hander and 
enjoy the next 1.2km of fast downhill running.

At the bottom of this section you come to another step-through 
gate. Take a right and run down Chesters Rd for 800m, at which 
point you will be able to see Nerang-Murwillumbah Rd less than 
100m down the road. At this spot there is a break in the bush on 
your left-hand side, and a distinct dirt doubletrack heading into 
the gap – take it. You will soon come to a small opening in the 
bush where the track choice becomes a little less clear: you will 
need to follow one of the two slightly overgrown trails which will 
meet up less than 20m further down the track running parallel to, 
but above, the road.

You will come out briefly at a waste transfer station, at which point 
continue straight across the clearing, making a beeline for a sign 
on the opposite side. The entrance back onto the singletrack is 
indistinct, but if you use the sign as your guide you shouldn’t have 
too many troubles. Follow the singletrack until you come out at the 
same junction from which you started the loop. 

An alternate place to start this run would be from the intersection 
of Pine Creek Rd and Nerang-Murwillumbah Rd at the northern 
end of the circuit, and traversing the loop in an anti-clockwise 
direction. This would mean that you finish the run on the fast and 
flat section of the course, and where you get to enjoy all the creek 
crossings as you near the finish. It would also mean that you get 
plenty of tree cover in the second half of the run, so it would be  
a little cooler finishing on the flat and in the shade.

T R a I l  T I P S  > 

T R a I l  n a M E  >  Waterfall Creek Circuit 

n E a R By  ToW n /C I T y  >  Numinbah Village  
(start location), Mudgeeraba (30km), Nerang (25km)

ExaCT loCaTIon > Numinbah Hall 

ToTal RoUTE dISTanCE >  
12km (long loop); 7.2km (short loop)

ToTal aSCEnT/dESCEnT >  
543m (long loop); 303m (short loop)

TIME To RUn > For the long loop; quicker  
runners 60-75mins, easier pace 1.5-2.5 hours. 

TyPE oF TRaIl > Loop

d I F F I C U lT y  >  Moderate, with some solid climbs

dEFInIng ChaRaCTERISTICS >  
Rainforest, creek crossings,  
ascents, descents, firetrail, singletrack

FEaTURES oF InTEREST >  
Creek crossings, ridgeline views, rainforest

MaPS >  judd adventures trail map

g o l d  C oa ST,  Q U E E n S l a n d  >  Your Guide > Matt Judd    juddadventures.com.au 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BzPEbe8ABWM9dWZkYlRaU2QwWm8/edit?pli=1

Matt Judd runs  www.juddadventures.com.au   

offering adventure runs, trail workshops,  
training plans, strength training and custom 
adventures, plus a regular Trail Run Tuesday 
outing. He’s also behind the magnificently named 
Up The Buff, a new 16km/24km trail event  
in the Currumbin Valley slated for March 2013.   
www.upthebuff.com
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PoST RUn goodnESS >

There’s only the one cafe,  NV Cafe, in Numinbah Village,  
and reviews from the locals are positive. Other than that you  
have plenty of options in Nerang or Mudgeeraba on the way  
to or from Numinbah.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BzPEbe8ABWM9dWZkYlRaU2QwWm8/edit%3Fpli%3D1
juddadventures.com.au
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BzPEbe8ABWM9dWZkYlRaU2QwWm8/edit?pli=1
www.juddadventures.com.au
www.upthebuff.com
http://www.truelocal.com.au/business/nv-cafe-numinbah-valley/numinbah-valley
http://www.salomonrunning.com/au/


Presented byWa I Ta k E R E  R a n g E S ,  n o RT h  I S l a n d,  n z  >  Your Guide > Mal Law / Running Wild NZ

PIHa suRf + BusH
Presented by

R U n  I T  > 
From the Piha Café run towards the sea. Take the first path over the 
dunes and onto the beach. Head north for about 2.5 kms to the far 
end and pick up the Laird Thomson Track. This climbs to a headland 
– turn right and head up the steps, admiring the great views as you go.

When the singletrack you are on turns into a 4WD track turn left 
and follow to the right heading uphill on what is now the Rose 
Track (signposted Anawhata Rd. 20 mins). Climb 100m over just 
half a kilometre and turn right on to Anawhata Rd, followed by an 
immediate right turn onto a grassy 4WD track. You are now on the 
Hillary Trail. After a couple of hundred metres, turn left onto White 
Track and follow this downhill to a couple of stream crossings. On 
the far side of the second stream pick up Marawhara Walk. 

Shortly, you’ll hit the road. Turn left and follow this back towards 
Piha for 400 metres. Immediately after crossing a creek on the road 
bridge turn left on a track marked ‘to Garden Road’ (not shown on 
maps). Keep to the right and follow the fence line through to Garden 

Road. Turn left and run tarmac for 100m or so before joining the 
Mangaroa Lookout Track. Follow this through nikau and over a 
couple of streams before tackling the steep climb up the ridge. At 
the top (about 8.4 km into the run) bear left, following the signs 
to McKenzie Junction. This small clearing is reached after another 
2.3km of glorious running. Exit on the Quarry Track and bear left 
to stay on this at the next junction. A bit further along, turn left 
on McElwain Lookout Track and take in the awesome 360° views 
before continuing on to meet Anawhata Rd again.

Don’t run on the road, just turn immediately right to pick up the 
Centennial Track, bearing left at the next junction to stay on the 
Centennial (signposted to Home Track 1hr) and follow this awesome 
singletrack down to a boulder-hopping river crossing. Pick up the 
steps on the far side and follow up the hill. Now follow the Piha 
Valley Track (to Glen Esk Rd 1hr) and just before reaching the 
trailhead turn a sharp left onto Byers Walk. You are now 16.5 kms in.  
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After crossing the stream on a bridge turn left on to Kitekite Track  
and in about 300 metres fork left following the signs to Ussher Cross  
25 mins. This re-crosses the stream and climbs on a long series of steps. 

At the top of the climb turn right on the Knutzen Track and follow  
to the amazing Kitekite Falls – a great place for a refreshing dip on  
a hot day. Cross in front of the falls and exit the far side on steps that 
lead uphill to a spectacular viewpoint back over the Falls. Follow the  
trail downhill, turning left to rejoin the Kitekite Track and stay on this  
all the way out to Glen Esk Road. Follow the road back towards Piha,  
making a final right turn over the road bridge to return to the Piha Café.

P o ST  R U n  g o o d n E S S  >
The  Piha Café  has a great selection of food (including awesome  
pizzas) and a selection of craft beers. Combined with its convivial 
atmosphere this makes for the perfect post-run binge.

T R a I l  T I P S  > 
n E a R By  ToW n /C I T y  >  Auckland, 50 minutes/40km

ExaCT loCaTIon >  Park on the main road near the Piha Café

ToTal RoUTE dISTanCE >  20.5km

ToTal aSCEnT/dESCEnT >  850 metres

TIME To RUn >  Elite 2hr; Novice 3.5hr

TyPE oF RUn >Loop 

d I F F I C U lT y  >  Moderate

d E F I n I n g  F E aT U R E S  >  A mix of trail conditions  
from sand to groomed trail, including some sections that are  
steep and technical. Includes a few easy stream crossings.

FEaTURES oF InTEREST >   
Stunning west coast landscapes, beautiful bush  
(incl. nikau groves) and the incomparable Kitekite Falls.

MaPS >  The Recreation Map of Waitakere Ranges Regional Park,  
sold at   Arataki Visitor Centre

www.thepihacafe.co.nz
http://connect.garmin.com/activity/237360753
http://regionalparks.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/aratakivisitorcentre
http://www.salomonrunning.com/au/


Wa h a R aU  R Eg I o n a l  Pa R k ,  n o RT h  I S l a n d,  n z  >  Your guide > Steve Neary

HuNua HeaVeN
R U n  I T  > 
Starting from the car park, run through the picnic area across the cattle 
stops, following the orange marker poles. Go through a gateway and a 
short climb across grassy paddocks.  Turn right into some native bush, 
over the stile and follow a wide metal groomed trail.  

Follow the trail on a steady upward climb, moving into thicker native 
bush. Run until you come to a trail maker at a T-intersection, take a 
hard right, continuing along a wide trail for another 300m.  At the 
next fork, take the Mangatangi Ridge Track.  After a short climb, you 
will come to a nice wide muddy downhill, run all the way down to a 
campsite called Thousand Acre Clearing.  

Passing the campsite you will cross a small stream and start another quite 
difficult climb up to the ridge line. Follow the blaze orange triangular 
plastic track markers.  Continue to climb and run through some nice 

mature Punga trees, eventually opening out to nice grassy lookout sections.  
Towards the end of the climb it gets steeper again, take care to follow  
the markers. After 8.2km you come to another intersection with the  
Upper Mangatawhiri track, do not go down the Upper Mangatawhiri  
track, instead turn hard right here and start heading down the ridge 
through a technical muddy, tree root section.  After a short climb you  
will pop out at the highest point of the Hunua ranges at 688m elevation.   
This is known as K-trig; climb up the viewing tower for 360-degree  views.  

Carry on the track North past the old hut, down a short section of steps, 
and onto some wooden board walks.  After about 450m you will come to 
a bench seat, turn right onto Kohukohunui Track, where you will start a 
superb down hill section back to the start of the loop, with a few little ups.   
There are a few sections further down where you will need to push through  

T R a I l  T I P S  > 
n E a R By  C I T y  >  Auckland, 75 km via Kawakawa

ExaCT loCaTIon > Waharau Regional Park, Kaiaua

TyPE oF TRaIl >  
Loop with 4km out and back section at the start 

ToTal RoUTE dISTanCE > 18.9 km

ToTal aSCEnT/dESCEnT > 869 metres

TIME To RUn > Elite 2.5hr, Novice 4.5hr

d I F F I C U lT y  >  moderate to hard 

dEFInIng ChaRaCTERISTICS > Groomed single trail,  
technical tree roots, muddy slippery sections

B E ST  M a P S  >  Topographical map of NZ  
TOPO 50/BB33 or Waharau Regional Park Guide

PoST RUn goodnESS >
A nice place to refuel is to take a drive down to the Kaiaua  
Fish and Chip shop, grab a feed, and or continue on  
to Miranda for a hot swim at the Natural Hot Water Springs.

Presented by

bracken and ladder fern, once again beware of the orange 
trail markers, stick to the trails; there is also the odd post with 
directional arrows on them.  At the 13.5km mark you will  
come to another Y intersection, the left track is closed due to  
Kauri Die Back Prevention, so take the right fork, and get onto  
some nice smooth flowing downhill sections.  At 14.7km you  
will be back at the end of the loop and from here, its back down  
the same 4km section, all the way back to the car and enjoy.

http://www.salomonrunning.com/au/
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